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When you make Natural Calm magnesium
a part of your daily routine, you’re not
only changing your life for the better,
you’re helping change thousands more.

100% of profits are
donated to:

Food ≠ Equal Nutrition.
2 billion people – including 33% of children - aren’t getting enough life-giving nutrients to
reach their full potential and fight disease. The problem is “hidden hunger” - a chronic lack
of vitamins, minerals and micronutrients only whole foods can deliver. Hidden hunger shows
up when the first priority is to get food in bellies, and “nutrition” means meal after meal of
processed, white grains and corn.

How do we tackle hidden hunger? Simply, through Life Gardens.
Thrive trains and equips people to grow an abundance of healthy, organic, disease-fighting
foods and medicinal plants. With knowledge, simple tools, and starter seeds, people who can’t
afford to buy healthy food can grow their own – sustainably.
We call these projects Life Gardens because growing health is the first step to a thriving life.

Find out more at naturalcalm.ca or thriveforgood.org
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115†

» 20g Protein, 44 Superfoods, 5g Fiber
» 21 Whole Food Vitamins and Minerals
» RAW, Vegan, Gluten-Free, made without dairy or soy
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EDITOR’S LETTER

RAV

Prepare to be

W

Inspired
BY JULIE LAWRENCE

We’ve all heard it said that “with great power comes
great responsibility.” The thought has been voiced
in the Bible, by politicians through the ages, and in
Spider-Man comics.
Part of this responsibility is an essential choice: do
you keep your power to benefit yourself (think money,
property and prestige) or do you give it away for the
greater good?
There is something deeply inspiring about women who
use their power to fill a gap they see in society. When
they come up against a challenge, instead of leaving it
for the next woman to stumble over, they fix it.
You’ll read about Mayaan Ziv, for example, who
found wheelchair accessibility in Canadian cities to be
subpar, so she created an app to help others like her
more easily navigate the streets.
That same formula can be seen in all of our Power
Women in this issue: Woman experiences obstacle.
Woman develops solution. Life is better for next woman.
Affecting change: that is REAL power. All of the
women you will read about in these pages are giving
away their unique gifts and talents to make the world
better. And they are doing it with exceptional class
and swagger!
They have taken the time to tell you how they do it—
day in and day out—from their success habits to their
biggest lessons learned. Strap yourself in for a minimaster class from Canada’s finest!

JULIE LAWRENCE
EDITOR

Plus, as we pass one year in this pandemic, if you feel
your motivation starting to wane, you are not alone.
We have compiled pro tips to jump start your at-home
routine. From work to diet to exercise, we’ve got
you covered.
Think of it as a spring tune-up for your routine so that
when this finally comes to an end, you will emerge
even more powerful and confident than ever!
This magazine has the good stuff in it, so go ahead,
get inspired!
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TRAINER SPOTLIGHT

PRESENTED BY

CASSANDRA CHIN
CANFITPRO PERSONAL TRAINING SPECIALIST (PTS) CERTIFIED

Cassandra Chin is a personal trainer, fascial stretch therapist
and educator. But that’s not all. She is also the co-founder
of Bars & Belles, an education community dedicated to
breaking down barriers and empowering females to thrive in
the fitness industry.

MEET
CASSANDRA
CHIN

Her philosophy is that fitness and movement are essential
to everyone, regardless of age and physical capabilities, and
that fitness shouldn't leave you broken, but empowered and
stronger. Fitness shouldn't be looked at as punishment or
torture, rather a precursor to better health.

MISSISSAUGA
ONTARIO

Her top tip for getting in shape is starting small, saying that people
often underestimate the benefits of simply getting out for a walk
around the block.

LISA MASTRACCHIO
CANFITPRO FITNESS INSTRUCTOR SPECIALIST (FIS), PERSONAL TRAINING
SPECIALIST (PTS), AND HEALTHY EATING & WEIGHT LOSS (HWL) CERTIFIED

Lisa Mastracchio is a fitness professional with over 25
years’ experience as a group fitness leader, personal trainer,
and nutrition coach. She was awarded canfitpro’s Fitness
Professional of the Year in 2019.

MEET

Her approach to fitness is “transformation from the inside
out,” and her passion lies in strength-training her clients. It’s
her favourite form of exercise, saying that it can give you greater
energy, metabolic health, improved body composition, and
better posture. She even calls it the best “anti-aging weapon”
that you can have in your arsenal.

LISA

MASTRACCHIO
MONTRÉAL
QUÉBEC

Lisa offers online group coaching programs geared to women
in their forties, helping them embrace strength both in body
and in mind.

SAMANTHA MONTPETIT-HUYNH
CPTN PERSONAL TRAINING CERTIFIED

MEET
SAMANTHA
MONTPETIT
-HUYNH
TORONTO
ONTARIO

Samantha Montpetit-Huynh, mother of two and founder
of SamCoreTrainer, trains women for every part of their
life. Through pregnancy, postpartum, menopause and
beyond, she focuses on each of her client’s individual
needs and goals.
She is loved by her clients because she doesn’t subscribe to
the idea that fitness can be one size fits all. Whatever program
she creates, her goal is to make her clients feel like they’re a
success. Her tip for getting and staying in shape is consistency
with whatever exercise you’re doing.
She lives by the mantra that fitness doesn’t have to look a
certain way, but it has to improve your ability to move freely
with confidence.

GET SOCIAL

SOCIAL

CLUB

Tag us @optimyzmag on Instagram
or use one of the hashtags:
#optimyzyourlife #optimyzmag
#optimyzwoman #womanswoman
#sharesupportcelebrate
#women4women for a chance
to be featured in the next issue!
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This project has been made possible [in part] by the
Government of Canada.
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BEHIND THE SCENES

Our editorial advisory board
OptiMYz appreciates the guidance provided
by our industry experts.

Sonia Jhas is an award-winning health
and fitness expert. An MBA, Jhas is
a certified personal trainer, nutrition
specialist, and media expert having
been featured in some of Canada’s
leading media outlets. Jhas is a
champion for mental health awareness,
and is an ambassador for the Canadian
Mental Health Association.
www.soniajhas.com
Andrea Saliba is a holistic nutritionist,
health coach and fitness instructor in
Vancouver, BC. She offers nutrition
plans to gain energy, strength,
confidence. Her approach is to
inspire people to make healthier food
choices while educating her clients
on the importance of the mind-body
connection.
www.andreasaliba.ca
Lisa Greenbaum, E-RYT 500
and C-IAYT yoga therapist, has a
strong passion for fitness, yoga and
movement. She has worked with
countless individuals by using yoga
to release trauma, find ease from
chronic pain and tension and develop
a deeper connection to Self: mind,
body and spirit. Known for bringing an
easy-going style to her teaching and
encouraging everyone to honour and

BE PLAYFUL

listen to their bodies, she has over 750
hours of yoga education and logged
4000+ teaching hours. She is also a
certified fitness instructor and personal
trainer with canfitpro, and a Women
in Fitness Association (WIFA) Global
Ambassador.
www.lisagreenbaum.com
Dr. Jessica O’Reilly is a teacher,
author and sex educator. Her practical
relationship advice reaches millions
of people as she travels extensively
across the globe to work with couples
to transform their relationships. Her
passion is inclusive classroom-based
sex and relationship education and
she continues to volunteer with
teachers, students and parents to
promote programming that empowers
youth and produces positive health
outcomes.
www.sexwithdrjess.com
Maureen (Mo) Hagan’s motto is
“Influencing Positive Change for
Women Worldwide.” She is an awardwinning fitness instructor and program
director, the 2019 Canadian Fitness
Industry Leader of the Year, and group
fitness instructor with GoodLife Fitness.
COO of canfitpro, Canada’s leading
fitness education authority and the
creator of Women Who Influence,
she is a member of the board of the
Women in Fitness Association.
www.mohagan.com

P @sexwithdrjess

Marci Warhaft is a body image
advocate, speaker and author of The
Body Image Survival Guide for Parents:
Helping Toddlers, Tweens and Teens
Thrive. Her Fit vs Fiction workshops tear
down the myths related to beauty and
fitness and empower people of all ages
to appreciate who they are.
www.fitvsfiction.com

P @soniajhas

These six experts provide direction to the magazine’s editorial team to help provide you, the reader, with the best and
most inspiring information on our five brand pillars: health, fitness, nutrition, adventure/life and mental wellbeing.

P @mo_hagan

Advisors emerita
Stacy Chesnutt
Heather Wilson-Phillips
Debbie King
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"Nothing is impossible. The word itself says 'I'm possible!'"
– AUDREY HEPBURN

PREVENTING VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
BY YASMIN MISSAGHIAN

Well, if no one else will stand up for
us, we have to, right? So maybe this
is more of an article about standing
up for ourselves and creating change.
Just because violence against women
has become somewhat normal—
half of all Canadian women have
experienced at least one incident of
physical or sexual violence since the
age of 16 and 67% of all Canadians
have personally known at least
one woman who has experienced
physical or sexual abuse—doesn’t
mean we stop fighting for change.
Did you know that approximately
every six days, a woman in Canada
is killed by her intimate partner?
And Indigenous women are killed
six times more than the rate of nonIndigenous women.
Gender inequality is present in many
areas of our society. Every day, men
and women receive messages that it
is natural for men to have more power
than women. This enforces the false
10 WOMEN'S WELLNESS

belief that men have a right to control
women, including using violence.
This is simply wrong.
Raising awareness is necessary. Social
awareness and change are crucial.
The courageous act of telling your
story and advocating for yourself and
other women can help challenge
gender inequality and how our society
deals with violence against women.

attitudes towards traditional gender
norms and violent behaviour.
Once you decide to get involved
and make a difference, you will find a
multitude of ways to create change.
Change starts right here, right now.
It starts with us. It starts with you.
Source: Canadian Women’s Foundation

Promoting gender equality is crucial
in preventing violence. Research
shows that school, community, and
media interventions can promote
gender equality and prevent violence
against women by challenging
stereotypes that give men power
over women.
School programs that address
and challenge gender norms
and attitudes as well as
dating violence and sexual
abuse among youth, can
help educate young people
before those norms become
too deeply ingrained.
Community interventions
function similarly but can
include older adults and
other community members.
Community programs with welltrained facilitators can change

© ISTOCK / COFFEEANDMILK

W

When I first started writing this article,
I stopped and thought: shouldn’t
this be in a men’s magazine? Don’t
women already know the violence
they face? Is it really our job as
women to teach men that violence
and abuse are wrong?

OPTIMYZ.COM

FRESH START

MYTH BUSTERS:

Experts debunk the biggest skin myths

D

Dr. Julia Carroll, a dermatologist at
Compass Dermatology in Toronto,
is setting the record straight about
acne.

MYTH 1: ACNE IS ALWAYS
AN EXTERNAL PROBLEM

Many believe skin-care products and
makeup can cause acne. Although
this may be true for some, acne is
mostly an internal problem.
Acne forms when dead skin cells clog
the pores, leading to a buildup of
sebum. Sebum is the oil that is found
in the glands on the face. Bacteria
within pores, called Cutibacterium
acnes, can cause pore blockage
and inflammation, seen as redness,
swelling and pus.
More often than not, hormonal
imbalances lead to acne.

MYTH 2: GOING
ON BIRTH CONTROL
WILL PERMANENTLY
CLEAR SKIN

Taking the pill is sometimes just a
temporary solution. When you use
birth control, the hormones causing
the acne are levelling out. But it is
possible for the acne to come back
for some people once they get off the
pill because the underlying problem
was not solved.

MYTH 3: BAD HYGIENE
CAN CAUSE ACNE

While good hygiene can help support
other acne treatments, severe and
persistent acne does not reflect
poor hygiene habits. Blackheads are
not dirt-filled pores. They are black
because the oil in them is oxidized
when exposed to the air.

Washing your face more is not going
to get to the bottom of the problem.
It may just be something you are
genetically prone to. Over-washing
can also irritate the skin and increase
inflammation.

MYTH 4: ACNE WILL
GO AWAY QUICKLY

Although acne may clear up, it can
get worse before it improves. There
is a skin cycle and when you see an
acne spot, it has been developing for
a number of weeks.
The best way to clear your skin is
to talk to your doctor about what
treatment is right for you.
SOURCE: Global News

FROZEN MINT LEMONANDE
BY JESSICA CLERKE

Summer is almost here! Cool down
with this refreshing Frozen Mint
Lemonade.

© ISTOCK / TERNG99 / MYASINIRIK

INGREDIENTS
½ cup fresh lemon juice (about 4 lemons)
¾ cup cold water
¼ cup lightly packed fresh mint,
plus 4 small sprigs to use as garnish
1 tsp stevia
4 cups ice

DIRECTIONS
In a blender, combine the lemon juice,
water, mint and stevia. Blend until the
stevia has completely dissolved into
the liquid.
BE KIND

Add the ice. Blend on low speed
to break up the ice, then increase
the speed and blend until you’ve
reached a uniformly slushy texture.
(If the mixture is too thick to blend,
let it rest for 5 minutes, stir by hand,
and try again.)
Pour into glasses and place a sprig
of mint in each. Serve immediately.
Did you try this recipe? Tag us on
social and share how you liked it!

@optimyzmag or #optimyzyourlife
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Sleep well, live well

Sleep is an often overlooked aspect of
wellness, but its benefits are endless.
Now, there is research to show that
sleeping better could improve your
health in the decades to come.
A brand-new study done in the journal
of Nature Communications shows that
getting more sleep in middle age
can decrease your risk of getting
dementia. Participants who
reported less than six hours of
sleep consistently, were around
30 percent more likely to develop
dementia in their seventies.

BY NATALIE MACMILLAN

most well-studied ways to improve
your sleep. Exercise can reduce the
time it takes to fall asleep by around
55 percent.

bodies that it’s time to wake up! Not
exactly what you want as you’re trying
to fall asleep. Try putting your devices
away two hours before bedtime!

PUT YOUR DEVICES AWAY!
Your smartphone and tablets emit large
amounts of blue light, which tells our

WATCH YOUR CAFFEINE INTAKE
Caffeine can be great in the morning
for getting you up and at ‘em!
However, caffeine can stay in
your bloodstream for up to eight
hours, so watch what time you’re
having that afternoon coffee.
Studies show that caffeine after
3 pm can significantly worsen
sleep quality.

Wondering how to do it? We’ve
got you covered.

Sleeping well is one of the best
things we can do for out health,
and you will notice the effects
immediately! There is nothing
better than a good night’s rest.

INCLUDE PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
IN YOUR DAY
Including physical exercise into
your daily routine is one of the

NEW STUDY
FINDS THE
SCARY SIDE
EFFECTS OF
COMMON
SLEEP
MEDICATIONS

D

Did you know that antihistamines
are among the most commonly and
incorrectly used medicines worldwide?
While antihistamines are recommended
to address the symptoms of hay fever
and outbreaks of hives, they have

I
other off label-uses, including for
insomnia, according to a paper out of
McMaster University published in the
Canadian Medical Association Journal
noted. Benadryl, ZzzQuil, Tylenol PM,
Dramamine, Unisom, and many other
over-the-counter sleep medications
include antihistamines. The recent
paper made a case for avoiding the
use of these medications for treating
anything other than hay fever or hives.
"Antihistamines have side effects that
include altered mental state, urinary

retention, and dry mouth. While
these side effects are generally
mild and well tolerated in young
patients without other medical
problems, they can pose a risk,
especially for the elderly.”
Additionally, the antihistamines
you're taking to improve your
sleep may ultimately have
the opposite effect. "Use of
antihistamines can lead to
sleepwalking and other parasomnias."
Although antihistamines may help
you fall asleep, the overall quality of
sleep is often not very good, and
the medication has its limits. "Using
Benadryl or any antihistamine for
sleep has no long-term benefit and
most people develop a tolerance very
quickly."
So the next time you find yourself
reaching for that bottle of Benadryl to
catch some zzzs, think again.
Source: Best Life Online
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FRESH START

BE BLUNT.
ASK THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
ABOUT CANNABIS AND YOU.

Knowledge is Power.
CannadaBlend equips you with the information and science
you need to make the choices you want.

© ISTOCK / JOHNWOODCOCK

CannadaBlend – the new magazine from HUM@Nmedia –
publishers of OptiMYz and SILVER – is coming soon.

Learn more NOW at Cannadablend.com

The Art of Living Well

FRESH START

DID YOU KNOW?

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT HELD
WOMEN-ONLY PRESS
CONFERENCES.

THE FIRST BRITISH WOMEN
POLICE SERVED DURING THE
FIRST WORLD WAR.

First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt held the
White House’s first press conference
for women reporters in March of 1933.
Over the next 12 years, she held 348
such press conferences, all covering
subjects “of special interest and
value to the women of the country,”
according to WomensHistory.org.

The First World War opened up many
opportunities for British women. One
change that occurred when the men
went off to the front lines. The Women’s
Patrols were born. Led by Edith Smith,
the first woman to be sworn in as a
police constable with official powers
to arrest in 1915.

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN WOMEN HAD
EQUAL RIGHT TO THE THRONE.
While men had higher social status in
ancient Egyptian civilization, women
enjoyed many of the same legal rights,
and were largely viewed as equals in
the eyes of the law. That means women
have as much right to the throne as
men.

ASK A PHARMACIST

FEELING THE BURN?

Summer is coming, here are some tips
for sun protection.

A

BY LINDSAY MACCORMACK-ACKERLEY

As the summer sun approaches it is
important to protect our skin against
the harmful rays of the sun. While short
term exposure of the skin causes just
an uncomfortable sunburn, the longterm consequences of not wearing
sunscreen can lead to skin cancer. It
is estimated that 1 in 6 Canadians will
be diagnosed with skin cancer in their
lifetime. And about 65% of cases of
melanoma is caused by UV radiation.
We’ve all heard of ultraviolet rays (UV)
but what are they?
UVA rays make up most of the sun’s
natural light and are responsible for
premature skin aging and skin cancer,
while UVB rays are almost 1000 times
stronger and lead to sunburns.
It is important to choose a sunscreen
that is labelled “broad spectrum”

14 WOMEN'S WELLNESS

meaning it protects against both UVA
and UVB. Also, when choosing a
sunscreen, you may notice different
ingredients. Sunscreens are classified
as either containing chemical or
physical blockers. Both are equally
effective at combating the sun’s UV
rays. Chemical blocking ingredients
such as avobenzone and octisalate
work by absorbing UV rays before they
can damage the skin. Physical blockers
use minerals like zinc oxide and titanium
dioxide work to provide a physical
barrier to prevent UV absorption into
the skin.
What does the SPF mean?
SPF stands for the sun protection
factor. This number indicates how
long it takes for UVB rays (the burning
rays) to burn your unprotected skin

compared to how long it will take if
the recommended amount of
sunscreen is used.
To ensure you enjoy the sun safely,
remember to apply sunscreen 20
minutes before sun exposure, choose a
broad-spectrum sunscreen with a SPF
of at least 30, apply liberally and every
2 hours. Water resistant sunscreen
does not mean waterproof so you will
need to reapply after swimming or
perspiration. Try and limit your activity
outdoors during high UV times (11 am3 pm), wear a wide brimmed hat and
cover up when possible!

Lindsay MacCormack-Ackerley is a community
pharmacist working for Lawtons Pharmacy in
Halifax, NS since 2007.
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SAME
BENEFITS

NOT FROM CONCENTRATE

Our Apple Cider Vinegar:
...with the mother

GLUTEN FREE

...raw

WILD FERMENT

...unfiltered

VEGAN

DIRECT FROM OUR ORCHARD
We use only Canadian Organic Apples
For close to 70 years, we’ve been growing, pressing
and fermenting our 100% Canadian organic apples.
Our Ontario orchard farm produces superior apple
cider vinegar, slowly wild-fermented to yield great
ﬂavour and health beneﬁts together. As orchardists
and cider makers, we combine old-timey natural
methods with minimal process to maximize nutrients
while doing no harm to the environment. Fresh
pressed, not from concentrate, unpasteurized and
free from commercial yeasts with absolutely nothing
added—makes our ACV completely natural.

get social with us!

filsingersorganic.com

CANADA’S ACV
SINCE 1953!

HEALTH

Spring
© ISTOCK / BORCHEE

TUNE-UP
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HEALTH

PRO TIPS TO KICK YOUR AT-HOME
ROUTINE BACK INTO HIGH GEAR.
As we just passed our first-year anniversary of pandemic life, the
honeymoon is officially over. Pandemic fatigue is a legitimate thing
and its primary side effect is lack of motivation.
That means your health habits and your commitment to sticking
to them are probably falling by the wayside.
With the end (hopefully) in sight, it’s time to kick that routine back
into high gear so you can come out of the pandemic feeling confident
and strong.
We’ve put together our best pro tips for tuning up your work from
home setup, your home workouts, and your healthy eating routine.
The goal here to help you inject some new life into your at-home
routine. Think of it as spring cleaning for your mind and body!

MAKE A CHANGE

17
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PRO TIPS

FOR “WORK-IN” SUCCESS

Learn how to find the time, space and motivation to create a
winning at-home fitness routine.
BY DORIS WARD

T

The pandemic has changed the face
of fitness. It has us at home—away
from our favourite fitness centres and
studio—so we have had to get creative.
At-home fitness exploded!
But working out at home comes with
its own set of challenges. For a lot of
us, it means lowered motivation, less
inspiration and a lack of accountability.
This is a recipe for finding every excuse
in the book not to stick to a fitness
routine.
It's important to find what works for
you, what inspires you, and to create
an at-home fitness routine that fits your
lifestyle, personality and goals.

EMBRACE THE NEW NORMAL
When COVID-19 first arrived, we didn't
know how long it would last. Now
that we know we are in this for the
long haul, we need to develop healthy
habits and routines like a fitness regime,
healthy diet and stress-reducing
activities.
I’ve been fortunate to have an area in
my home dedicated to fitness for the
last 15 years. I have always made the
best use of space (and gear) with what
I had available no matter where I lived,
worked or travelled. I adopted the
mentality of “use what you have, where
you are, when you can”.
This mindset has helped me to learn
to adapt, modify and make do with
what I have and still be able to maintain
MAKE YOURSELF PROUD

consistency and get closer to achieving
my goals. Let me share with you my
best pro tips to make your at-home
routine a long-term success too!

TOP 3 PRO-TIPS FOR AT-HOME
WORKOUT SUCCESS
If you find yourself dreading working
out at home or not doing it at all then
something needs to change.

PRO-TIP #1: REMOVE BARRIERS
“I’m too busy!” “I don’t have time!” “I
have no space”. “Insert excuse here”.

Time
I get it. We are living in very busy, hectic
and uncertain times. Our schedules are
full, and our attention span is stretched
like never before. Time is a nonrenewable source, but you can choose
to use your time mindfully.

This is also a great solution if your
motivation is running low. Usually, you
don’t need to push yourself a great
deal to convince yourself to complete
a 10-minute workout. Just think: In 10
minutes you will be done and can move
on with the remainder of your day.
Finally, avoid setting yourself up for a
downward slide. Too many times, I
have heard from friends and clients that
they tried to start a new fitness routine
and they began with 45-60 minutes,
5-6 times per week. My guidance
would be instead of this schedule
(which sometimes comes with an “all
or nothing” mindset), perhaps start
with 20-30 minutes, 3 times per week.
Ease back into a fitness routine and
observe how your body reacts and
adapts before adding more time and
frequency.

Location

We can all agree we are busy. Would
you also agree we all have bits of time
available to us during the day we can
optimize and prioritize? If time is the
barrier to starting or continuing your
at-home fitness routine, try 10-minute
workouts perhaps 3 times per week.

If your fitness equipment is downstairs
or in another part of your home that you
don't frequent, change the location of
it. Seriously! Sometimes the simple fact
that the fitness room or equipment is
downstairs, upstairs, or in a room we
don't get inspired by, could be a barrier
to staying consistent.

Shortening the time is a great solution
to making your fitness routine fit into
your busy life. I love this solution for
super busy folks because 10 minutes
really can make a difference in your
overall well-being. If you can squeeze
out five days a week, even better!

Take action! Move your fitness
equipment to another spot where you
will use it. Make your space bright,
cheery and inviting. Consider some
extra lamps/lighting, posters, wall
art/quotes or a plant or two to up the
overall inspiration factor.
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MINDSET AND THOUGHTS
ARE KEY
Our thoughts can sometimes
limit us. We talk ourselves out of a
workout so easily, don't we? We
can justify practically anything and
come up with the best reasons to
skip a workout. I’ve done it too!
We can all relate to this.
Check-in with yourself and be
honest about the story you are
telling yourself and decide if your
workout that day is best for you
or not. Mindset is key to keeping
your excuses at bay.

Review your living space and choose
locations to keep equipment where
you would be visually reminded to
stay consistent with your fitness goals.
Get creative with the layout of your
space and see it from the point of view
of opportunities to get in bite-sized
amounts of activity throughout your
day. A little goes a long way!

Space & Equipment
If square footage is the problem, get
creative! You don’t need a lot of space
or equipment to meet your needs. You
can accomplish a lot with the following
three items: a mat, a few dumbbells
and a resistance band. Bodyweight
workouts are incredibly effective too!
If you want to go further than that
winning trio, consider adding a stability
ball to the mix. The ball doesn’t have
to take up valuable real estate on your
floor either. Attach it to the wall high
up in the corner with two hooks and a
bungee cord. This way the ball is out of
the way and keeps the floor space free
for you when you aren’t using it.

PRO-TIP #2: KEEP IT SIMPLE
Workouts don't have to be fancy,
complex or long. Repeat after me:
Keep the workout-short, sweet and
simple. Unless you are training for
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a competition or a specific sport,
it doesn't have to be complicated.
The key to your workouts should
be that they are safe, balanced and
progressive.
Keeping it simple will be an effective
strategy for long-term consistency. Use
what you have in your space. Do you
have stairs? Complete your step-ups
with those and perhaps that’s how you
get some cardiovascular work in. What
about your ledges and countertops?
Use them to stretch, for planks and
push-ups! How about your yard, decks
and outdoor spaces? Take advantage
of what you currently have to simplify
your routine. Use a chair for squats or
assisted dips, lunges or planks.
Get creative and you might surprise
yourself with what combination you
discover.

PRO-TIP #3: INSERT FUN
I believe all fitness should have some
element of fun.
Okay, I get it. Not everyone thinks
fitness is fun. But could you find
something you enjoy about your
workout? A small part of it? Maybe
it's the warm-up? Maybe the stretch
portion of your regime? Find something
about your routine that you look
forward to, that you enjoy, and that
makes you feel good in your mind
and body. Above all, be sure that the
movement you do choose is something
you don't dread or work hard to avoid.
Set yourself up for a positive mindset
towards your fitness. If you are
engaging in an activity that you dislike,
imagine how your body will respond
to that over time. Choose options that
align with your goals and that feel good
to both your mind and body.

TURNING UNCERTAINTY
INTO OPPORTUNITY
By focusing on fitness that fits the world
we currently live in, we are turning
uncertainty into opportunity. Finding

new ways to adapt to our changing
world, such as modifying your fitness
routine to fit your living space, is just
one example. Along your fitness path,
be sure to acknowledge progress and
victories. Give yourself both credit and
grace with this adjustment period.
Working out at home doesn’t have to
be complicated or require a great deal
of equipment. Creativity, simplicity and
fun are the three keys to the longevity
of your at-home fitness routine. Make
your fitness fit for you, not the other way
around.
Lastly, remember to be patient with
yourself, recognize your efforts and
honour your body as you progress.
Instead of allowing the pandemic to
derail your fitness goals, it’s up to you
to bring your fitness routines back to
home base. With the above pro tips,
you can set yourself up for success to
build optimal fitness at home.

BONUS PRO-TIP
This past year has taken its toll
on our mental health and studies
show that physical activity helps
support our whole health. The
mind-body connection is strong.
Know that when you move your
body, you are supporting your
mental health.
Adding a 2-minute meditation
by simply sitting and paying
attention to your inhales and
exhales can be very powerful to
help manage your stress levels.
This is a perfect addition to your
workout cool-down or sleep
routine.

Doris Ward is mind-body fitness coach who helps
others build their optimal fitness, body confidence
and stress resilience through mindful movement,
education and coaching. She is a regular contributor
to OptiMYz Magazine. You can read more about
her work here: doriswardcoaching.com
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Hit the refresh button
on healthy eating
Nutrition expert Brad Dieter gives us his best nutrition tips.
BY CHRISTINE BLANCHETTE
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We all know that cooking for ourselves
at home is definitely the healthiest way
to go, but after a year of the pandemic,
our recipes might be getting boring,
and a stale repertoire of recipes can
make ordering in unhealthy options
more attractive.

Eating healthy food should be
something that makes your life more
enjoyable, not more stressful, and Dr.
Dieter explains how a feasible longterm diet is a much more sustainable
approach, especially during the
pandemic.

But it’s important to take care of our
bodies by fueling them properly.
Healthy food makes all the other
aspects of healthy living possible.

Q: WHAT ARE YOUR APPROACHES
TO HEALTHIER EATING DURING THE
PANDEMIC?

So, let’s hit the refresh button on
healthy eating with the help of nutrition
expert Brad Dieter, PhD, and co-author
of NASM’s (National Academy of Sports
Medicine) Certified Nutrition Coach
program.
EAT MORE COLOURS

A: I always make sure my energy is
balanced and staying physically active.
It can be very easy to over consume
calories when you are at home a lot
and not able to go out and exercise.
Being mindful of my intake and energy
expenditure is important.

My other approach is to cook more,
and order out less. I try to make sure
that I cook more often when I am at
home more. Generally speaking, I
have much more control over the
quantity and the quality of the food I
am consuming when I am at home.
And, I’m able to get more fresh fruits
and vegetables in and use lower calorie
options when I cook from home.
Q: WHAT ARE SOME CHOICES YOU
CAN MAKE TO STAY ON TRACK
WITH YOUR HEALTHY EATING AND
EXERCISE?
A: The first thing to consider is what
you are going to be able to stick
with long-term. There are dozens of
dietary approaches that can help you
21
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one! Most of us don't really have a
relationship with food, or if we do, we
view it as a problem, when in reality,
food is one of the most important
aspects of our lives and cultivating a
good relationship with it is important.
Q: THE CANADIAN FOOD GUIDE
HAS BEEN MORE GEARED TOWARDS
PLANT BASED, WHAT ARE YOUR
THOUGHTS ON THIS?

A general guideline would be to make
sure you’re getting a moderate amount
of protein, consuming several servings
of fruits and vegetables per day, and
limiting the amount of processed food
you consume. This can get you 90% of
the way there.
Physical activity is also incredibly
important, but the exact type of
exercise is far less important than the
amount you do and how consistent you
are. Walking and daily physical activity
are critical for weight loss, whereas
things like resistance training are
important for building or maintaining
muscle tissue. Cardiovascular/
endurance training is important for
improving cardiovascular health and
lowering blood pressure.
Q: WHAT ARE SOME OTHER
HEALTHY EATING TIPS TO STAY
HEALTHY, IN YOUR MIND AND
BODY?
A: There are a lot of different ways to
interpret what eating healthy means for
both physical and mental health. From
a physical perspective, there are a few
key tips that people can follow:
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Watch your total calorie intake:
Maintaining a healthy body weight
is the best way to stay healthy from a
physical standpoint.
Eat your fruits and veggies: In virtually
all scientific research, individuals who
consume more fruits and veggies
have better health and better health
outcomes when compared to
individuals who consume fewer fruits
and vegetables.
Be mindful of processed food
intake. We know that higher intakes
of processed food are associated
with worse health outcomes, and
minimizing how much you consume
can help with being healthy.
From a mental health standpoint, food
can be a tricky thing. First, we know that
"healthier" diets are associated with
better mental health, so encouraging
a healthy dietary pattern is important.
However, having a lot of stress around
your diet can also be detrimental, so
find a good balance of being mindful of
your food choices, but don't allow it to
become a major source of stress.
Q: WHAT ARE SOME
MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT OUR
RELATIONSHIP WITH FOOD?
A: I think one of the biggest
misconceptions about our relationship
with food is that we actually have

Q: CAN YOU EXPLAIN THE CONCEPT
OF “MINDFUL EATING”?
A: Mindful eating really just refers to
paying more attention to what you are
eating. Watching each bite, paying
attention to hunger and satiety cues,
and watching how much food you are
actually consuming.
Q: ANYTHING ELSE YOU LIKE
TO ADD?
A: When it comes to "being healthy"
it is important to remember that
there is no single thing or single
food that gets you there. It is an
accumulation of behaviors and choices
over time. Long-term lifestyle change
is one of the best investments you can
make in yourself.
Christine Blanchette is a nationally published
health and fitness writer. She writes a weekly
column in the Sherbrooke Record, Quebec’s
second-largest English language newspaper.
In addition, Christine is the creator, producer,
and host of Canada's only Running, Fitness and
Health program called Run With It airing on
Novus (TELUS) and YouTube channel.
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improve your health, but the most
important thing to consider is long-term
adherence. Find an approach that fits
your life and one that you can stick with
for an extended period of time.

A: Plant-based diets can be a great
option and encouraging people to
consume more plants can be helpful.
Generally, increasing the amount of
plants in one's diet can improve the
overall quality of one’s diet and lower
the risk of many chronic diseases.
However, if someone chooses to
adopt a plant-only diet they should
be aware of some of the potential
nutrient deficiencies that might arise,
in nutrients like vitamin B12, choline,
and iron.

HEALTH

How to stay
motivated when
working from home
Tips on finding that elusive motivation again.
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BY YASMIN MISSAGHIAN

FIND CALM IN CHAOS
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CREATE A SCHEDULE
A structured work day, with clear start
and end times, will help you manage
your time, avoid working late nights,
and get you up and going in the
mornings. Try to stick to your schedule
as much as you can—but don’t punish
yourself for straying once in a while.

DETERMINE A SPECIFIC
WORKSPACE
Having a designated space to work will
help keep out distractions and prevent
unhealthy behaviours like working in
bed. Associating your bed with work
can interfere with sleep and sleepless
24 WOMEN'S WELLNESS

nights will affect your work the next
morning. The dining table or a desk in
the living room are better alternatives.

GET DRESSED FOR WORK
There’s a reason we wear different
clothes for different occasions. Clothes
have a strong psychological effect on
our motivation and ability to work.
Reports show that wearing that stylish
outfit forgotten in your closet can
boost your confidence, make you
feel more powerful, increase abstract
thinking, and help you become more
productive.

USE THE “10-MINUTE RULE”
Persuading yourself to start a task
you’ve been putting off, whether
it’s because it’s too boring, too
complicated, or you just really don’t
want to do it, can be tough. Using the
“10-minute rule” can help you tackle
that bothersome task. Promise yourself
10 solid minutes of work and when the
time is up you can take a break. You’ll
likely find yourself continuing after that
10-minute mark; the hardest part is
often getting started.

SET GOALS AND REWARD
YOURSELF
Set small goals, like finishing a report
or getting your work done before

6pm, and give yourself an incentive,
like a cup of coffee or TV time.
Having rewards at the end of the day,
or throughout, can help you stay
motivated and on task.

EXERCISE REGULARLY
Regular exercise has been scientifically
proven to increase energy, lower blood
pressure, help control weight, and
strengthen your immune system. It
also has the power to decrease stress,
increase confidence, improve sleep,
decrease depression and anxiety, and
improve blood flow to the brain. Now
that commuting is no longer part of
your schedule, use that extra time to
get your exercise on.

PRACTICE SELF-CARE
Don’t guilt yourself for missing a
deadline or having trouble getting up
in the mornings. Take care of your body
and mind. Ignoring your needs will
not make you into a better co-worker,
parent, or student. Take the time to
become the best you you can be.

Yasmin Missaghian was born and raised in Ottawa,
Ontario, where she currently lives. She is a graduating
student of the writing and publishing program at
Okanagan College. She is a writer, daughter, sister,
friend, and ally.
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It’s been over a year of working from
home. And because I don’t leave
my house much, my work days have
become so much more tiresome and it
takes longer to get work done. When
we first went remote, I had a good
structure and I felt accomplished at
the end of my days. As the year went
on, I gradually lost my motivation and
passion. My days blurred together
and time felt meaningless. I was no
longer passionate about the work I was
doing. I felt guilty for procrastinating
yet couldn’t motivate myself to do
the work. So I thought it was time to
get back on track and find that elusive
motivation again.
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FLOORLESS
CORE WORKOUT
Why train your core on the floor when daily life requires
your core to be strong in an upright position?
BY MO HAGAN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAWN BOWMAN

T

Training your body to perform life’s daily activities makes
good functional sense. My approach to core training has
always been based on what I see and know to be true.
People spend most of their waking hours upright whether it
be sitting, standing or moving about. Therefore, we should
train our core muscles in a functional way.

© ISTOCK / IGORISS

Eighty five percent of working Canadians can expect to
experience low back pain during their lifetime and with the
growing rates of obesity and sedentary living the chances
of developing low back pain continue to rise. Nowadays
the new “COVID stay at home” reality may put you on the
couch for an average of two additional hours of sitting a
day. So core training becomes essential when it comes to
training the human body for strength and function.
To keep our bodies prepared and ready to respond to life’s
daily demands of pushing, pulling, lifting, leaning, twisting,
sitting and standing, the core muscles must be turned on,
tuned up and trained in a coordinated way to perform
these desired movements on demand.
While we often train muscles in isolation and move the
body in a specific manner to do so, (such as the abdominals
in performing an abdominal crunch), your brain does not
CHALLENGE YOURSELF

think in single muscles. Instead it thinks and operates our
movements in patterns that require several muscles to act in
harmony so that our spine is stabilized as it moves.
Each activity requires this coordinated effort by all the core
muscles— the abdominals in front, around the sides of
your torso and deep within, the back extensors that run
up and down the spine on the back of your body, along
with a number of other “inner” and “outer” unit muscles.
Together this group of muscles make up the core-corset.
Note: check with your health care professional before starting any fitness
program, especially if you have been inactive for a while.

FIVE FLOORLESS CORE MOVES
Start with gentle movements to warm up and finish with
stretches at the end. Perform each exercise for 30 seconds
on one side and repeat on the other side or alternate side
to side for 60 seconds. It’s not how many repetitions you
do, but how well you perform each repetition for a set
amount of time under tension.
Equipment—a resistance tube/band or towel, pair of
dumbbells (3-5lbs) or 2 500ml water bottles
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1. LEAN N’ LIFT

1

2

3

4

START Stand feet hip-width apart with a
resistance band across your lap with lightmoderate tension (by pulling band out and
down against your thighs). Pull shoulders
down away from the ears, shoulder blades
together with abdominals pulled in and
braced (tension felt).
ACTION As you slide one foot back
(with your leg extended straight) breathe
in and lean forward at the hips while
maintaining neutral spine (straight back)
and with tension on the band (pulling it
apart). Progress by lifting the back leg off
the ground, keeping it straight as you lift.
Intensity furthers by lifting your arms up,
keeping tension on the band. Pause and
breathe in, lower back foot, then arms and
return to start. Repeat with other leg for 1
repetition.
OPTION Lift either arms or the back leg
(not both), use dumbbells instead.

1
2. LUNGE N’ PRESS
START Step your foot on the middle of a resistance
band and hold both ends of the band in your hands.
Step the foot with the band back into a stride position
(feet hip-width apart). Anchor your hands at your hips
with elbows back, chest lifted and abdominals braced.
ACTION Exhale and lunge forward (bend front knee),
pushing your hands forward to extend arms out in front
of your chest. Pause and breathe in. Slowly return to
start position as you exhale. Repeat as directed. Switch
sides and repeat.
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OPTION Release one end of the band and place on the
floor to reduce intensity.

2
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3. SIDE BENDER
START In a wide squat position hold a
dumbbell in each hand at shoulder level
with both elbows bent. Keep chest lifted
and abdominals braced.

1

2

1

2

ACTION Lower one elbow down towards
the hip as you bend sideways and exhale.
Simultaneously push the opposite dumbbell
straight overhead, pause and inhale. Return
to start and repeat on other side for 1
repetition.

3

4. CROSS CRAWL
CRUNCH
START With feet hip-width apart, a
dumbbell in each hand and both arms
extended overhead with abdominals
braced and chest lifted.
ACTION Simultaneously lift one knee
up (to hip level) and lower the opposite
elbow down and across to meet the knee
(rotating from the center of your chest),
pulling abdominals in to bend forward
through the trunk. Simultaneously, lower
the knee (foot to ground) as you push the
opposite dumbbell overhead. Repeat on
the opposite side for 1 repetition.
OPTION Bend your elbows and lower
dumbbells just above shoulders and
perform the exercise (less intensity).

3
MAKE TIME TO SWEAT

4
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1

2

5. SQUAT N’ CHOP
START In a wide squat position, hold a
resistance band overhead and stretched
out so that there is mild-moderate
tension on the band at all times. Keep
your shoulders down, chest lifted and
abdominals braced.
ACTION As you exhale, pull both arms
down and across your body, twisting from
the chest to perform a diagonal chop.
Pause at the bottom. Inhale as you slowly
return to start and repeat on the opposite
side for 1 repetition.

4

Bye Bye Belly Bloat
Avoid Occasional
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Maureen (Mo) Hagan is an awardwinning fitness instructor and program
director, the 2019 Canadian Fitness
Industry Leader of the Year, and group
fitness instructor with GoodLife Fitness.
COO of canfitpro, Canada’s leading
fitness education authority and the
creator of Women Who Influence, she is
a member of the board of the Women in
Fitness Association.
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HEALTHFUL GOURMET

THESE RECIPES PUT
THE COMFORT IN VEGAN

© ISTOCK / JCHIZHE

BY LAUREN TOYOTA
PHOTOGRAPHY BY VANESSA HEINS

Excerpted from hot for food Vegan Comfort Classics. Copyright © 2018 by Lauren
Toyota. Published by Penguin Canada, a division of Penguin Random House Canada
Limited. Reproduced by arrangement with the Publisher. All rights reserved.

EAT MORE VEGGIES
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Add the mushrooms and zucchini to
the processor bowl. Pulse blend until
finely minced and nearly a puree, then
set aside in another bowl. You should
have 4 to 4½ cups of this mixture.
In a large cast-iron pan or Dutch oven
over medium heat, add the olive oil and
the onion, carrot, and celery mixture.
Sauté for about 5 minutes, until shrunk
to about half. Add the garlic and sea
salt and cook for another minute. Add
the mushroom and zucchini mixture
and cook for 15 to 18 minutes, stirring
occasionally, until it looks more brown
than green or gray and most of the
water has been cooked out and you
really can’t distinguish the vegetables.
Add the tomato paste and bouillon
base and cook for 3 to 5 more minutes,
until it starts to caramelize. If you
wanted to add in a splash of red wine,
here’s where you would do it and just
cook a little longer.

BY LAUREN TOYOTA
MAKES 4 TO 6 SERVINGS | PREP TIME
10 MINUTES, COOK TIME 45 MINUTES

Everyone has gotta have a good go-to
bolognese recipe in their back
pocket, and this is mine. A classic ragu
bolognese is not a super tomatoeysaucy sauce, as it’s made with ground
meat and its juices. I used mushrooms
because they’re superior to meat and
just as juicy! Sure, there’s usually red
wine in the base of the bolognese, but
I made the executive decision to not do
that—you can also tweak this to
your liking. It’s also traditional to use a
flat pasta like pappardelle or tagliatelle,
and you want to kiss and coat the
noodles, not drown them in sauce!
INGREDIENTS
1 white onion, peeled and coarsely chopped
2 carrots, coarsely chopped
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1 celery stalk, coarsely chopped
1 lb cremini/baby bella mushrooms
2 zucchini, peeled and coarsely chopped
2 Tbsps olive oil
1 Tbsp minced garlic (2 or 3 large cloves)
1 tsp sea salt ¹⁄³ cup tomato paste
1 Tbsp vegan beef-flavored bouillon base
or mushroom bouillon base or 2 cubes
½ cup unsweetened soy or cashew milk
2 tsps balsamic vinegar
1 package (16 oz/454 g) pappardelle
1 Tbsp vegan butter
1 cup shredded vegan Parmesan, divided
Ground black pepper, to taste
Finely chopped fresh parsley, for garnish
(optional)

DIRECTIONS
In a large food processor, add the
onion, carrot, and celery. Pulse blend
until finely minced and set aside in a
bowl. You should have 2 to 2¼ cups of
this mixture.

Meanwhile, bring a large pot of salted
water to a boil and cook the pasta to
al dente. Reserve 1 cup of the pasta
cooking water and add it along with
the vegan butter and ½ cup of the
shredded vegan Parmesan to the
sauce mixture. Stir to combine until
the cheese is mostly melted, about 2
minutes, and then use tongs to add
the cooked pasta right into the pot of
sauce. Use the tongs to coat the pasta
properly, 1 to 2 minutes, until heated
through and all the Parmesan is melted.
Serve the bolognese topped with
the remaining vegan Parmesan, black
pepper, and parsley.
TIPS
You can substitute 1 tablespoon of
vegan Worcestershire for the vegan
beef-flavored or mushroom bouillon
base.
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RAGU BOLOGNESE

Add the soy or cashew milk and
balsamic vinegar and deglaze the
pan, scraping up any brown bits at the
bottom. Turn the heat down to low and
simmer for another 10 minutes or so
while your pasta cooks.

HEALTHFUL GOURMET

SLOPPY JOE ZUCCHINI BOATS
BY LAUREN TOYOTA
MAKES 4 SERVINGS | PREP TIME 25 MINUTES, COOK TIME 70 MINUTES

Sure, you can make this sloppy joe
filling and eat it on a soft kaiser, but
that’s so basic. I want to give you a
healthier option so you can eat even
more sloppy joe stuff. You can round
out these zucchini boats with garlic
bread or rice on the side and serve as
a meal. Or, if you’re too lazy to prep
the zucchini altogether, just pour the
sloppy joe mixture into an oven-safe
dish, top with the vegan cheese shreds,
and bake for 20 minutes until melty!
Serve with slices of garlic toast for
dipping, a perfect last-minute party
appie.
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INGREDIENTS
4 large zucchini
3 Tbsps olive oil, divided
1 cup finely chopped white or yellow onion
(about 1 onion)
1 cup finely diced green bell pepper
(about 1 pepper)
2 Tbsps coconut sugar or light brown sugar
2 Tbsps gluten-free tamari or low-sodium soy sauce
1 Tbsp minced garlic (about 2 large cloves)

TRY SOMETHING NEW

2 tsps vegan beef-flavored bouillon base or 2 cubes
2 tsps chili powder
2 tsps onion powder
1 tsp smoked paprika
1 tsp sea salt
1 tsp ground black pepper
1 package (13.7 oz/390 g) veggie ground round
(about 3 cups)
2 cups canned crushed fire-roasted tomatoes
¼ cup vegan Worcestershire
2 cups mixed vegan cheese shreds
(1 cup each mozzarella and Cheddar)
3 Tbsps Italian-style bread crumbs

DIRECTIONS
Cut each zucchini in half lengthwise.
Use a paring knife to score around the
inside edge about 1⁄4 inch from the
sides, being careful not to cut through
the zucchini. Use a spoon to carefully
scoop out the flesh.
Take 1 Tbsp of the oil and brush both
sides of the zucchini boats with a light
layer. Arrange the zucchini halves sideby-side on a large baking sheet with the
hollowed parts facing up.

In a large nonstick pan, heat the
remaining 2 tablespoons oil over
medium heat. Add the onion and green
pepper and sauté for
3 minutes. Add the coconut sugar,
tamari, garlic, bouillon base, chili
powder, onion powder, smoked
paprika, sea salt, and black pepper, and
cook for another 2 minutes. Add the
ground round, crushed tomatoes, and
Worcestershire, stir to combine, and
cook for another 5 to 6 minutes. Cover
the pan, lower the heat to medium-low,
and cook for 20 minutes, until reduced,
thick, and darker brown.
Preheat the oven to 425°F.
Spoon the sloppy joe mixture
generously into the zucchini boats,
piling the mixture above the edges.
Top with the vegan cheese shreds and
sprinkle the bread crumbs evenly on
top of each. Bake for 35 minutes, until
the zucchini is tender and the cheese is
melted. Broil for 3 to 5 minutes to crisp
up the top, if necessary.
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COCONUT PECAN BISCOTTI
BY LAUREN TOYOTA

In a mixing bowl, combine the almond
flour, all-purpose flour, baking powder,
cinnamon, and sea salt.
Using a hand mixer and another large
mixing bowl or in a stand mixer, cream
together the butter, granulated sugar,
and brown sugar until fluffy, about 2
minutes. Add the thickened flax mixture
and vanilla and continue to mix until
combined. On low speed, gradually
add the flour mixture until combined.
Once the dough comes together, use
a spatula to mix in the coconut and
pecans until well combined.
Place the dough on the prepared
baking sheet. Using your hands, form
a rectangle ¾ inch thick and 9 to 10
inches by 4 inches.
Bake for 35 minutes, until the edges are
golden brown and the cookie is slightly
raised. Place the baking sheet on a wire
rack and let the cookie cool for 35 to
40 minutes. You want to slice it while
it’s still a little warm and not completely
cooled. Slice with a long, sharp knife
on a slight diagonal every ¾ inch into
10 biscotti.

I’m so proud of myself for nailing a vegan and gluten-free biscotti that’s light, crisp,
and buttery and won’t break your teeth. It’s my ideal companion for coffee but
it’ll make teatime more fun, too! I dipped the bottoms in chocolate because this
is how I remember biscotti from my local coffee shops, but you could drizzle it on
top if you want less of it. And if you want to start experimenting with different flavor
variations, you could easily swap the cinnamon for other spices like cardamom,
ginger, or allspice; fold in dried currants, blueberries, or nuts other than pecans;
and try other dry additions such as lemon or orange zest.
INGREDIENTS
1 Tbsp golden flax meal
3 Tbsps water
1 cup fine almond flour
1 cup gluten-free all-purpose flour 1½ tsps baking
powder
½ tsp ground cinnamon ½ tsp sea salt
½ cup (1 stick) vegan butter, partially softened
¼ cup granulated sugar
¼ cup packed light brown sugar
2 tsps vanilla extract
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1 bar (4 oz/113 g) dairy-free semisweet baking
chocolate, broken into squares, or ¾ cup vegan
chocolate chips
¹⁄³ cup finely chopped pecans
¹⁄³ cup unsweetened shredded coconut

DIRECTIONS
Preheat the oven to 350°F. Line a
baking sheet with parchment paper.

To melt the chocolate, place a heatsafe bowl over a pot with 1 or 2 inches
of low simmering water. Melt the
chocolate until smooth, or you can
melt it in the microwave until smooth.
Pour the melted chocolate into a
wide shallow dish so you can dip
the bottoms of the biscotti. Coat the
bottoms and let the excess drip off,
then lay them top-side-down on a wire
rack. Decorate with chopped pecans
or shredded coconut and allow to dry
completely. Store in a container at room
temperature or in the fridge.

In a small bowl, combine the flax meal
and water and set aside to thicken.
OPTIMYZ.COM
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MAKES 10 BISCOTTI | PREP TIME 20 MINS, COOK TIME 70 MINS, COOLING TIME 40 MINS

Gently place the biscotti on the
parchment cut-side-down. Bake again
for 30 to 35 minutes, flipping gently
to the other cut side halfway through
baking, until the cookies are firm to
the touch and golden brown all over.
Remove the baking sheet to a wire rack
and let the biscotti cool completely
before dipping in chocolate.
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POWER WOMEN 2021
These Canadians are using their power for good.
BY JULIE LAWRENCE

P

Power. In the inanimate world, it’s the ability to do work:
mechanical power, electric power, nuclear power.
In the human world, it’s the ability to change the world, for
better or worse. Its varieties include political power, military
power, economic power, academic power, artistic power, and
the most elusive of all—personal power.
This quality is hard to define, but you know it when you see it.
Or rather, feel it.
All of the women you’ll read about here are harnessing their
unique strengths and using that power to change the world for
the better. They all saw a gap in the world and decided to use
their power to fill it.
Theirs are stories of resilience, determination, fearlessness and
passion. They all have that special ingredient and once they
learned how to use it, there was no stopping them.
The tricky part for everyone is that life is a maze and we all have
to find our own way. Open doors may lead to dead ends and
obstacles may be the learning experiences we especially need.
Our Power Women all had to find their own path. As they did,
their worlds expanded, and they turned their own lessons into
gifts for others.
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FIND YOUR FIRE
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LAUREN
TOYOTA
WHERE VEGAN MEETS COMFORT

W

When Lauren Toyota was a new vegan, she
discovered a problem: the food didn’t taste all
that good. She was lost in a world of smoothies
and salads, desperately searching to satisfy her
cravings. She didn’t want cold; she wanted warm,
tasty and comforting.
She saw the niche, had the idea and needed the
opportunity to make it happen. Like many great
success stories, it was adversity that provided that
impetus. After being abruptly laid off from her
job as a television host in 2008, she found the
motivation to make her side hustle—‘hot for food’
- her full-time gig.
What started as an Instagram account has blown
up across many platforms (from video to books)
and emphasizes nutritious, warm and comforting
vegan recipes that appeal to vegans and nonvegans alike.
COOK WITH FRIENDS

Toyota is a long-time lover of food, which is why
she felt so passionately about people enjoying
their vegan food, not just tolerating it. As a child,
she watched her mom be adventurous in the
kitchen, and it sparked her love of cooking.
Fast-forward almost 15 years from her fortuitous
lay-off, Toyota has amassed some 38 million views
on her YouTube channels and her books, Vegan
Comfort Classics: 101 Recipes To Feed Your Face,
and hot for food all day: easy recipes to level up
your vegan meals, are best-sellers.
And ironically, she finds herself back in the world
of television frequently—this time as the expert—
as she brings vegan comfort food to Canadian
homes on shows like The Social, CityLine and
Breakfast Television.
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THIS GIRL IS HOT FOR
FOOD ALL DAY
Check out some of Lauren
Toyota’s vegan comfort recipes
from her personal cookbook on
Page 31.

HOW DID YOU DECIDE TO
PURSUE YOUR CAREER
PATH? WHAT WAS
A PIVOTAL MOMENT?

WHAT ARE YOUR
SUCCESS HABITS?
Don’t force yourself to do something
you aren’t motivated or inspired to
do. You can’t create when you’re
not feeling creative or inspired so
go do something else! Visualize the
outcome you want. Surround yourself
with people you admire and respect
and who are pursuing life and career
in a way you want to, as you are a
direct reflection of those you surround
yourself with. For the most part, don’t
do things for free. There should always
be some type of energetic exchange
- doesn’t always mean monetary
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exchange, but ensure you are getting
something valuable from the projects
you contribute to.

WHAT WAS YOUR GREATEST
CAREER CHALLENGE AND
WHAT DID YOU LEARN
FROM IT?
I think the greatest challenge was when
I lost my television job in 2008. It was
sudden, unexpected, and certainly not
how I had planned or visualized my
career going. I didn’t handle it well. I
hadn’t built any resiliency at that point.
It took a while to really learn from it
and humble myself, but it did help me
and prepare me for it to happen again.
And it was that second challenge of
losing my dream job that allowed me
to see clearly and see the big picture.
I made the most of the situation—I had
a better attitude. I had come out of
this challenge before and rose from
the ashes so I could do it again. My
mentality was so much different and

that actually made a huge difference for
what happened next.

WHAT IS ONE IMPORTANT
THING CANADIAN WOMEN
NEED, BUT WHICH THEY
RARELY TALK ABOUT—AT
LEAST IN PUBLIC?
Time to rest. I think there is a general
sense that you aren’t supposed to rest
or stop or take breaks or ask for help.
It’s a chronic problem and I myself am
habitually wired this way too. We need
to find and make space to rest.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU
GIVE YOUR YOUNGER SELF?
Ease up, you’re doing everything right.
There’s really nothing to worry about.

WHAT IS YOUR POWER
WORD?
Resilience.
OPTIMYZ.COM
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When my nearly 10-year television
career came to an abrupt ending, I
knew I needed to dedicate myself
100% to my blog and brand that I was
pursuing as a hobby before that point.
The day I lost my job in broadcasting I
hit the ground running to work full-time
on hot for food. There was no other
option and it’s where I knew I needed
to focus my energy.
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JENNIFER
ETTINGER
A JEN OF ALL TRADES

A

Author, CEO, red carpet correspondent,
certified personal trainer, health coach: Jennifer
Ettinger wears so many hats her closet must be
overflowing.
But it wasn’t always that way. There was a time
when Ettinger wore only one: patient.
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She found herself bedridden with Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome, an autoimmune disease that stripped
her of her ability to work or enjoy life. After almost
two years, she decided to take her health into
her own hands, using a holistic approach to her
recovery with an emphasis on spirituality.
It worked and as her body began to recover, her
star began to rise. She became a pioneer in the
social media world, carving herself a role as a
“social media correspondent” before that was
even a thing. She’s now a member of some of
CREATE YOUR OWN SUNSHINE

the most influential social media collaborations,
including the Twitterati.
If you don’t follow her on the socials, you’d
probably recognize her vivacious smile from the
red carpets (including the Oscars) which she
patrolled for ETalk and Vanity Fair, to name just
a few.
Oh, and when she’s not rubbing shoulders with
the Hollywood elite, Ettinger is running her two
businesses: Fit Your Style Inc., a fitness and holistic
lifestyle company and Pink Dreams Inc., a social
media PR agency.
Her bestselling novel “Find Your Inner Goddess”
ties a pretty pink bow around an incredible career,
using her victory over Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
to motivate women to embrace their body, shape,
beauty, mind and spirit.
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HOW DID YOU DECIDE ON
YOUR CAREER PATH?
I guess you could say my career
path chose me. My entire life I have
struggled with auto-immune issues. In
the 1990s, my health came crashing
down on me. I was diagnosed with
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and wound
up bedridden for a year, collecting
disability checks. I could no longer look
at myself in the mirror; I could hardly
get out of bed. I became a shell of the
woman that I used to be.
One day after staring at the ceiling, I
turned on the tv to watch Oprah. She
had a special guest called Billy Blanks,
who created a fitness craze, Tae Bo.
Immediately I was drawn to him. His
light ignited something within me. I was
determined to regain my life.
I researched everything I would
find on CFS from a natural "holistic"
perspective. I raised my spiritual
game, my awareness, by working
with a mentor. I created my own plan.
Within one year, I was out of bed and
practicing Tae Bo! A holistic lifestyle
changed my life. Now, I want to make it
clear; this isn't a hardcore definition of
holistic. For me, it is about moderation,
movement, awareness, and a whole lot
of self-work.

WHAT ARE YOUR SUCCESS
HABITS?
I feel my passion for what I do fuels my
success. Nothing gives me more joy
than when a client achieves progress
and personal transformation of body,
business, mind, and spirit.
I also believe my continuous "selfwork" impacts my career. I have two
mentors what I work with regularly, and
I am always taking courses to further
develop my interests and skillset.
Most recently, during COVID, I
completed a well-being course at
Yale. Presently, I am back in school to
obtain another specialist designation in
Behavior Change and taking a mental
health course at the University of
Toronto.
BE OPTIMISTIC

WHAT WAS YOUR GREATEST
CAREER CHALLENGE AND
WHAT DID YOU LEARN
FROM IT?
My greatest career challenge was
during a time I lost my inner circle
friends/colleagues. They were my
chosen family. My intuition kept telling
me there was something wrong; they
kept saying things were "fine."
On one of the biggest days of my red
carpet career, this group decided not
to support the work I retained them to
do. To make matters worse, one person
kept feeding the others spiteful text
messages that I wanted them ALL to
fail. I wanted to be the star. This was ALL
going down in front of the client in realtime—a total train wreck.
Thankfully, I had other friends and
colleagues who witnessed this
occurring and stepped in to complete
the job. The bottom line, money,
friendship, and a change in leadership
roles can impact relationships.
This lesson made me grieve; then
I learned the process of releasing
with love. I had to take on more
responsibilities, learn new skills, but I
did it, and I also created a new beautiful
community to work alongside.

WHAT IS ONE BIG MISTAKE
WOMEN TEND TO MAKE
AND HOW COULD THEY
AVOID IT?
I feel the most significant mistake
women make is the "compare
syndrome." Women can avoid this
by honouring their own self-worth,
accolades, and celebrations. Spoiler
alert, what we "see" on social most of
the time isn't real!
Get in touch with yourself by going
inward vs. trying to keep with others'
outward appearances. Self-work takes
work! We are all works of progress, but
there is something beautiful about a
woman who recognizes her truth and
flaws. Perfectly imperfect, I like to say.

HOW DO YOU STAY FRESH
AND FOCUSED IN THIS BUSY
WORLD?
I like to change the word "busy"
to productive; it is different energy
altogether. Productivity takes a goal, a
dream, and breaks it into a plan. I use
my planner, a daily to-do list, an outlook
calendar, and a dry board as my
organization sources. I also believe in
the power of letting others lead. I don't
micromanage my fantastic team. They
lead with their skillsets and gifts; I trust
their abilities.
As for staying "fresh," I hit the trails daily
to ground myself, practice meditation
and mindful movement.

WHAT IS YOUR POWER
WORD?
Light.
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Jordan Stewart
SEWING SUCCESS ONE STITCH AT A TIME

T

Toronto-based designer Jordan Stewart is creating
luxury fashion for the modern woman. If that
modern woman is kicking ass. Her fashion house
RVNG quite literally means revenge; a nod to
Stewart’s perseverance and confidence.
She’s taking the fashion world by storm and that
should come as no surprise; fashion is in her
blood. Her great grandmother was a European
dressmaker and her grandmother a seamstress,
so she learned her craft early. She now uses bold
colours to create pieces that feel glamorous yet
wearable, with a sprinkle of whimsy for good
measure.
Stewart began her fashion career in 2008 with
several high-end women’s boutiques where she
had the opportunity to network and style some
celebs. But it was not a fully satisfying experience;
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she didn’t want to hawk others’ clothing, she
wanted to make her own.
RVNG was born in 2014 and has since garnered
international attention. Her designs have walked
the red carpets of the Oscars and Grammys.
At home through the pandemic in 2020, while
many designers were facing low sales and
confusion around when the world would return
to normal, Stewart was able to put together a
stunning show at New York Fashion Week. It was
virtual, but that doesn’t mean it didn’t make an
impact.
The show—which she considers the most thrilling
moment of her career—showcased The Beyond
Collection. Noticeably devoid of any dark colours,
it was an interpretation of life after the pandemic—
an optimistic look forward to brighter days ahead.
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HOW DID YOU DECIDE TO PURSUE
YOUR CAREER PATH? WHAT WAS A
PIVOTAL MOMENT?
Ever since I can remember fashion has
been my constitution. It is for certain
a part of my soul. I don't believe that
some choices belong to us, sometimes
we belong to them. The runway and
haute fashion have been a calling since I
was a girl. It was a sequence of beautiful
events that brought me to my home
New York fashion week. I will show my
collections biannually on the runways
and continue to create fashion for as
long as I am blessed with the grace to
do so.
WHAT ARE YOUR SUCCESS HABITS?
I truly believe that success is derived
from consistency combined with a
deep-rooted passion. Every little step
counts towards the bigger picture,
one stitch at a time. It is an interesting
journey to be in a career that has no
direct route of success. Success comes
from implementing your instinct,

knowhow combined with respect for
the process.

WHAT WAS YOUR GREATEST
CAREER CHALLENGE AND WHAT
DID YOU LEARN FROM IT?
Taking my runway production to the
virtual audience was very challenging
It was learning an entirely new industry
inside my own. That said, there are
so many new rewards in expanding
these limits. Since going virtual I have
been able to build a global audience.
My New York fashion week runway
productions walk the internet all
day every day, that is a truly brilliant
thought.
WHAT IS ONE BIG MISTAKE
WOMEN TEND TO MAKE AND HOW
COULD THEY AVOID IT?
The "psych-out" can be the biggest
downfall for a woman entrepreneur.
I feel that we often think markets are
oversaturated, when in fact there is
room for all of us. We fail to see space

for our ideas and creations. This is
simply said the worst kind of mind
frame. Always keep faith in your own
abilities and that you can do something
unlike anyone else. Know that we
always have something unique to offer.
Success truly starts in the mind.

WHAT IMPORTANT LEGACIES—
GOOD OR BAD—DID YOU RECEIVE
FROM YOUR MOTHER, YOUR
GRANDMOTHER?
My mother taught me to always keep
going no matter what stood before or
behind me. That my calling as a woman
is to be strong, no matter what. That my
perseverance is valuable and to never
forget to bend a knee in gratitude. I
choose what defines me—no one else.
Kindness to others is more rewarding to
yourself than you could ever imagine.
Choosing is just as important as the
choice. To not choose is choosing, so
make up your mind!
WHAT IS YOUR POWER WORD?
Perseverance.
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Rabiah
Dhaliwal

R

Young and on a mission

Rabiah Dhaliwal is an activist, mental health
ambassador, former Miss British Columbia, Terry
Fox National Scholar, and a 2020 L’Oréal Paris
Women of Worth Honouree. Oh, and she’s not
even 25 yet.
While most teenagers are enjoying the lack of
responsibility that comes with youth, Dhaliwal
was awarded the L’Oréal Paris Scholarship for her
work as volunteer Vice President of the One Blood
for Life Foundation, a non-profit organization
that aims to increase the ethnic diversity of the
National Stem Cell Registry. In this role, she led
the recruitment of 1,410 stem-cell registrants and
3,350 blood donors.
The L’Oréal Paris scholarship prompted Dhaliwal
to invest money in creating her own mental health
organization, a passion project that stemmed from
a dark personal experience.
A former beauty queen, Dhaliwal is proof that
sometimes our outsides don’t necessarily match
our insides. In grade 11, she struggled deeply with
BE AMAZING TODAY

her mental health. Her deteriorating mental state
led to a suicide attempt, which left her in a coma
and recovering in a teenage psychiatric ward.
This experience fueled her fire to dispel
misconceptions about mental health and illness
and shed light on these “invisible” health issues.
She is now the Founder and Director of the Voices
for Hope Foundation, a non-profit that challenges
mental health stigma through intersectional
frameworks. She has spoken nationally at the
House of Commons where she testified to
introduce a Mental Health Parity Act.
At the heart of the organization, she is building
a platform to amplify BIPOC (Black, Indigenous
and Women of Colour) voices. This is particularly
important because culturally sensitive
representation and resources truly matter in the
mental health space, something Dhaliwal wishes
she saw when struggling with her own mental
health battle.
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HOW DID YOU DECIDE TO
PURSUE THIS PATH (MENTAL
HEALTH)? WHAT WAS A
PIVOTAL MOMENT?
I spent more of my childhood staring at
hospital walls than school hallways due
to struggling with mental illness and
brain injuries. Some may consider this
to be a misfortune, but it was a pivotal
moment that changed the lens through
which I viewed and navigated life
forever. I truly believe there is power in
reclamation and I am proud of surviving
and clawing my way through adversity
in a world where it often felt like the
cards may be stacked against me as
a Punjabi-Sikh and neurodivergent
woman. I’ve accomplished things that
my 14-year-old self could not have
fathomed in her wildest dreams during
a time in which I couldn’t see a future
for myself beyond the present day.
Because of my experiences, I garnered
a passion for mental health advocacy
and awareness.

WHO IS A KEY MENTOR AND
WHAT DID YOU LEARN FROM
THEM?
I didn’t grow up seeing a lot of women
in positions of power, particularly
women of colour, so the few that I did
see and know all served as mentors and
inspirations to me in their own ways
through their respective fields, whether
that be medicine, the arts, or politics.
The commonality between all these
women who inspired me was that no
matter what they were pursuing, they all
did so unapologetically despite many
adversities along the way and were
barrier-breakers.

WHAT IS ONE IMPORTANT
THING CANADIAN WOMEN
NEED, BUT WHICH THEY
RARELY TALK ABOUT—AT
LEAST IN PUBLIC?
The pandemic has had a gendered
impact. There’s been an increase in
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gender-based violence in Canada
and depression and anxiety is about
twice as likely to present in women as
compared to men. There is a lack of
safe spaces for women to express their
experiences and mental health needs.
Going forward, in a post-pandemic
world, there needs to be womencentered mental healthcare in Canada,
particularly care that is both culturally
sensitive and informed towards the
unique experiences of BlWOC (Black,
Indigenous, and Women of Colour),
trans women, and non-binary women.
Canada is a diverse country, and it’s time
that our healthcare system reflects this.

WHAT IS ONE BIG MISTAKE
WOMEN TEND TO MAKE
AND HOW COULD THEY
AVOID IT?
Realizing their power and that their
inherent worth is not connected to
being somebody else's version of
acceptable. This is something I have
struggled with personally, and it’s
difficult to find personal fault in this,
because it is society that often dictates
that all women must fit a certain mold
and live up to a certain standard in
order to be deemed worthy. It is truly a
life-long journey of unlearning this and
relearning to step into your power and
owning your truth.

WHAT IS YOUR POWER
WORD?
My power words are “purpose”
and “community.”
Lately, I’ve been struggling with
finding a sense of purpose and have
been asking myself, what am I fighting
for? And I came to realize that I’m
not just fighting for myself, but I’m here
to be a mirror for those who look like
me, I am carrying my whole community
with me. These two words serve as a
daily reminder as to why I became a
mental health activist for my community
in the first place. Learning the stories of
young women who say my story and
advocacy efforts gave them courage
to speak on their own experiences,
gives me the strength and motivation
to continue my work. The power of
community is a sacred one to me, and it
is my driving force.

WHAT IMPORTANT
LEGACIES—GOOD OR
BAD—DID YOU RECEIVE
FROM YOUR MOTHER,
YOUR GRANDMOTHER?
My grandmother and mother are
both immigrants who came to Canada
and sacrificed their own dreams in
hope of a better life for their children.
Today, because of them, I have the
immense privilege and freedom of
choosing my own path because of
the groundwork they laid before
me. Through their perseverance and
sacrifice, I learned how to become
the best version of myself.
OPTIMYZ.COM
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FAIR’S FAIR

INSPIRE OTHERS
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In the rough-and-tumble worlds of sport,
law, business and human rights, Tricia
Smith stands out. An athlete, lawyer and
businesswoman based in Vancouver,
Smith is one of the most powerful
women in Canadian sport.
You can sum up her approach to life in
one word: fairness.
The president of the Canadian Olympic
Committee (COC), she is also a member
of the International Olympic Committee
(IOC). A four-time Olympian in rowing,
Smith earned a silver medal at the Los
Angeles 1984 Olympic Games, seven
world championship medals, and a gold
at the 1986 Commonwealth Games.
With her passion for the ideals of sport,
she puts the athletes and coaches first
and believes strongly in the Olympic
values and the positive power of sport.
Her legal experience has helped make
her a pioneer in sport arbitration for
more than 35 years.
Her advocacy for the rights of women is
reflected in the award of the Canadian
Olympic Committee as one of Canada’s
2021 Best Workplaces for Women
by the Great Place to Work Institute
Canada.
Smith made the team that would have
competed at the 1980 Olympics in
Russia. After missing the Games due
to the boycott, she realized that the
athletes alone paid the ultimate price
for the international protest, while
governments and businesses continued
to deal with Russia as usual.
Elected to the Board of the International
Council of Arbitration for Sport in 2001
after being nominated by the IOC
Athletes Commission, she has been reelected four times since.
Smith was recognized by the Canadian
Association for the Advancement of
Women in Society as one of the “Most
Influential Women in Sport” and by the
BC Sports Hall of Fame for leadership in
women’s sport.
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WHAT ARE YOUR
SUCCESS HABITS?
Many of my success habits come from
what I learned as an athlete. Being
focused, determined (never give up) and
goal-oriented, all which have helped
me throughout my life, especially when
faced with challenges. My values have
always been my compass. It comes
down to integrity in all you do and
respect—for yourself and for others. It’s
also so important that you make sure
there is time for fun in what you are
doing. A sense of humour is key!

WHAT ARE THE MOST
IMPORTANT TRAITS IN
SUCCESSFUL LEADERS
TODAY?
Respect and integrity are integral to
credibility in leadership. Successful
leaders ensure that decision making is
rooted in those values. Also, vision and
creativity, great communication and
listening skills, positivity, encouraging
and allowing those around you
to shine, and an understanding
of the critical importance of good
governance.

WHAT IS ONE BIG MISTAKE
WOMEN TEND TO MAKE
AND HOW COULD THEY
AVOID IT?

I would put it this way: Do not hesitate
to get involved and to be confident in
presenting your ideas.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU
GIVE YOUR YOUNGER SELF?
There’s so much I would tell my
younger self, many of which I was
fortunate to have been told:
• Education is never wasted
•	You can achieve anything if you put
your mind to it—it's just one small
step at a time
•	Don't waste, that includes
everything from the physical (think
about the environment) to the
mental (don't waste energy on the
negative)
•	Include and bring others along
with you—it's not work if you do it
together
•	Take every opportunity to master
both official languages—at least!
•	Stretch/do yoga/stay flexible
• Wear sunscreen
• Learn to dance/golf/ski/try things
•	Have fun; laughter and hugs are
also important
• Get a comfortable bike
•	Always leave the place better than
you found it.

WHAT IS YOUR POWER
WORD?
Excellent!
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Resilience

Maayan Ziv
If you don’t like it, change it.

GET CREATIVE
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Born with muscular dystrophy, Maayan Ziv has
been in a wheelchair since childhood. She
knows first-hand the challenges of accessibility
in Canada’s public spaces. It was her frustration
with these challenges that fueled her mission
to make real and substantial change.
That change came in the form of an app called
AccessNow. The crowd-sourced, interactive,
map-based app helps those with accessibility
concerns navigate cities. Her main mission
has always been to help those with disabilities
live a more independent lifestyle, and the app
goes a long way in achieving that goal.
Focusing on the accessibility of places
like businesses, public transit, restaurants,
and other public spaces, the app now
offers ratings for spaces based on how
accessible they are. AccessNow, available
in 30 countries, encourages all members
of communities to contribute to the app,
allowing everyone to have a hand in creating
a more accessible world.
Ziv’s app has garnered nation-wide attention,
receiving a $2.7 million grant from the
Canadian government in 2019, and winning
Startup Canada’s Resilient Entrepreneur of the
Year Award for 2016.
Always looking for opportunities to evolve,
Ziv recently launched Access From Home,
an app that helps people with disabilities
stay connected during the pandemic.
This directory of companies and services
empowers people to get their needs met
from home.
As CEO of AccessNow, she has become
a central figure in the global discussion on
accessibility. This position allows her the
platform to share her message and push for
changes in public policy as well as in the
private sector.
Plus, by putting it in the digital space, Ziv
has pushed the issue into the mainstream;
connecting thousands and making positive
change for those living with disabilities.
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HOW DID YOU
DECIDE TO PURSUE
YOUR CAREER PATH?
WHAT WAS A PIVOTAL
MOMENT?
I started my career as a
photographer. One thing I
always loved about working
as a photographer was the
sense of advocacy I felt as
a person with a disability
carving out a space for myself
in an industry where disability
is rarely seen. That sense of
advocacy led me to search
for other opportunities to
create awareness about
disability in general.
Accessibility is one of the
most important tools for me as
an advocate to communicate
empowerment on my own
behalf and for others. In my
masters program at Ryerson
University I quickly began
drilling deeper on the topic.
I never set out to be an
entrepreneur but I realized
I had a huge opportunity
to solve a problem—the
lack of accessibility I was
experiencing in the world
around me.

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST
FACTOR THAT HAS
HELPED YOU TO BE
SUCCESSFUL?
I’ve always been a very driven
person and a storyteller.
I believe my ability to
communicate passionately
and raise my voice has been
one of the biggest factors that
has helped me gain success.
Being an effective and
authentic communicator has
been monumental in building
community, creating allies,
and nurturing a movement
around the importance of
accessibility.

WHAT MISTAKES
HAVE YOU MADE
ALONG THE WAY?
The biggest mistakes I’ve
made were often made in
times when I was second
guessing myself or ignoring
that feeling in my gut that
tells me when something is
wrong. Intuition is incredibly
powerful.

WHAT QUESTIONS
ARE YOU ASKING
YOURSELF LATELY?
How can I make sure to
empower as many people
around me as possible to
be their best selves? What
can I do to remove barriers
for others, whether they
be physical, mental or
emotional barriers?

HOW DO YOU STAY
FRESH AND FOCUSED
IN THIS BUSY
WORLD?
When I feel like I can’t
hear myself think or get
information overload I know
burnout is not far away.
I’ve made a much more
intentional effort lately to
schedule time for myself
for quiet. This could mean
going for a walk, sitting in
my favourite spot in the sun,
listening to music, drinking
a cup of tea or anything
else that allows for some
reflection. It’s just time to sit
with my thoughts and not
engage in consuming more
information. It’s usually
when I take this time that I
gain some clarity and come
back to my work refreshed.

WHAT IS YOUR
POWER WORD?
Resilience.
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Thrive for Good:
Prison Partnership Program
After one month of training, the
men had prepared 8 long garden
beds that would yield approximately
2,500 meals per month. As the men
continued to progress, the nearby
women's prison asked to be part
of this program. In the Women's
Kapenguria Prison, 18 female
inmates and 7 OIC attended the same
workshop and developed 20 standard
garden beds, creating 1,200 meals per
month.
Men's prison collecting their harvest.

Thrive for Good is a charity
established to bring nutrition, health,
economic security, and hope to the
poor. Thrive's vision is to empower
1 million people in the developing
world by 2025 to lead healthy and
sustainable lives by training them
to grow an abundance of nutritious,
organic, whole foods.
Thrive is made up of World Changers
who believe that everyone should
have the opportunity to thrive,
regardless of race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, or criminal history.
This is why they launched the Prison
Partnership Program.
The goal of the Prison Partnership
Program is to create opportunities
to increase the health outcomes for
prisoners and provide them with
the skills and knowledge to grow
organic Life Gardens with incomegenerating potential for themselves,
their families, and their communities
following their release.
Although Thrive has been working in
prisons in Kenya since 2014, last year
it expanded significantly. At the Men's
Kapenguria Prison 34 inmates and 8
officers in charge (OIC) attended the
first 5-day Growing Health Workshop.

Thrive currently partners with 7
prisons in Kenya to train inmates in
Life Garden practices, which produce
enough nutritious food to feed both
inmates and staff. They also learn
gardening skills, with the capacity to
generate income upon release.
Last year was challenging as COVID-19
posed a threat to inmate safety. The
Kitale Main Prison, together with
Steven Wanjala, the Assistant Farm
Manager, provided herbal teas to all
1,100 inmates and staff as a natural
medicine to help prevent an outbreak.

generations. A group of 8 prisoners
were rehabilitated and trained, and
are now leading community projects
that help to lift 500 people out
of poverty. The program will also
minimize the chances that inmates
will return to violent crimes—and
prison.
The Kenyan Prison Service asked
Thrive for Good to help expand the
program to 100 prisons, which could
impact 50,000 inmates. Imagine the
global impact of adopting this model
of training inmates to produce healthy
organic food for themselves and their
communities.
Efforts to help end global poverty will
get traction only when everyone has
equal access to nutrition. Please visit
www.thriveforgood.org to learn more.

Each day, prison staff prepared
40 litres of tea, combining Ginger
Lemongrass, Artemisia, and Moringa.
Artemesia is an indigenous plant
used in all Thrive Life Gardens. It has
19 disease-fighting compounds that
make it the most potent immune
booster among all leafed plants.
Throughout the 70,000 community
members that Thrive works with,
there were no reports of any health
impacts of Covid-19, showing the
benefits to the immune system of
natural medicine and nutritious foods.
The Thrive for Good trainers saw
lives transformed that will extend
to communities and through

Preparing immune-boosting Artemisia tea for inmates
and officers.

thriveforgood.org
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Sarah Young
Harnessing her energy to generate change

P

Pow-er-house (noun): a person of great energy,
strength or power.
By dictionary definition, Sarah Young is a
powerhouse in the Atlantic Canadian business
scene. Her energy, strength and power or on full
display as she works tirelessly to foster economic
growth across the country.
Young is all about sharing her gifts, using
her unique skills to help organizations and
entrepreneurs succeed and thrive.
Her latest project, Sandpiper Ventures, was
founded by a group of internationally networked
women who harnessed their collective expertise
to promote interest in venture capital.
The Sandpiper Ventures women come together
with a shared vision to radically change the
venture capital landscape and ensure fair
representation of women’s innovation.
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The female sandpiper is known for taking the
lead and establishing and defending its territory,
which is an apt metaphor for Young herself. She
is a leader who continues to defend her territory:
Atlantic Canadian businesses.
As a managing partner at NATIONAL Public
Relations, Young is sought-after for her strategic
counsel and guidance. She helps private and
public organizations across Canada tackle
complex challenges.
As an advisor to RE$EARCH MONEY, she
connects and supports Canada’s science,
technology and innovation ecosystem.
She also lends her skills to help out close to home
by serving as director on several boards, including
the Trans Canada Trail, Develop Nova Scotia,
Mount Allison University’s Board of Regents, and
the YMCA for Greater Halifax/Dartmouth Board of
Honorary Trustees.
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WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT TRAITS
IN SUCCESSFUL LEADERS TODAY?
Empathy, kindness; being a multiplier. Being a multiplier is
helping the people around you be great - bringing out the
best in others and amplifying their capabilities.

WHAT ARE YOUR SUCCESS HABITS?
Family time. Finding humour.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU
GIVE YOUR YOUNGER SELF?
Failure is a good thing.

WHAT WAS YOUR GREATEST
CAREER CHALLENGE AND WHAT
DID YOU LEARN
FROM IT?
An exciting new career challenge for
me has been establishing Sandpiper
Ventures, a women-led investment fund
that was formed with the intention
of getting more women funders
and investors involved in venture
capital. Through the experience I’ve
learned that we have a tremendous
opportunity to get women
participating in this space and
seeing themselves on both sides
of the table.

HOW DO YOU STAY
FRESH AND FOCUSED IN
THIS BUSY WORLD?
Reading, running and travel.

WHAT IS YOUR POWER
WORD?
Joy.
KEEP ON DREAMING
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Courage
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Sonia Jhas
Trusting the power of your authentic self

I

It all started with a giant leap of faith.
A successful sales executive in technology, Sonia
Jhas was feeling burnt out, stressed and unfulfilled
in her career. She got her nutrition and fitness
certificates while continuing her corporate job,
thinking that she could do this in her spare time.
But, when you know, you know. Fitness was her
calling. With every client she trained, she started
to feel her more like her authentic self. She just
knew she had to take it full-time.
She trusted her gut and quit her job in 2011, and
now engages an audience of 250,000 followers
on Instagram. She offers tips, techniques,
motivation, and encouragement, all with a focus
on seeing people’s lives change as they find new
ways to take control of their health.
Jhas has become one of Canada’s leading health
and wellness experts, and that includes both
LET YOUR DREAMS TAKE FLIGHT

body and mind. Having struggled with negative
self-talk and poor body image in the past, she
is determined to change the narrative. She
encourages women to start being more kind to
themselves by engaging in activity that makes
them feel good.
She says that her love for healthy living and activity
stems from childhood. She grew up in a healthconscious household, which instilled a love for
nutritious food and exercise in her at a young age.
She remembers starting sports like tennis as young
as age three.
Her debut book, I'll Start Again on Monday: (And
Other Lies I've Told Myself), is a hilarious deep
dive into the complex daily narratives that hold us
back from experiencing happiness. It’s a how-to
guide to becoming the best version of yourself.
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anything, I wanted to help people
avoid making the same mistakes that I
had made.

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST FACTOR
THAT HAS HELPED YOU TO BE
SUCCESSFUL?
I believe my ability to connect with
people has played a significant role in
my success. I mean real “connection”—
the magic that happens every time
I interact with a client or speak to an
audience or share my journey online.
my ability to articulate, in extreme
detail, the struggle that so many of
us face when it comes to health and
wellness is what enables people to feel
like they can actually trust what I have to
say. That I’m not just some genetically
gifted health and wellness professional
who doesn’t “get” what the struggle
is really like. I get it, and I’m deeply
honest about it, and I think that’s what
continues to make all the difference. I
value my ability to be authentic more
than anything because I spent the first
23 years of my life being anything but.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU
GIVE YOUR YOUNGER SELF?
HOW DID YOU DECIDE TO
PURSUE YOUR CAREER
PATH? WHAT WAS A PIVOTAL
MOMENT?
Like many women, most of my youth
was spent on the “hamster wheel” of
weight loss. I wasn’t born particularly
skinny, but I did learn early on that if I
made myself suffer enough, I too could
fit myself into a size 0. Sometimes
I dieted. Sometimes I exercised.
But most of the time, I dieted and
exercised, which doesn’t sound all that
bad. But I’m not talking about scaling
back on takeout and eating more leafy
greens. I’m talking about extreme
deprivation. The cycle continued for
years until my mid-twenties, which is
when I officially hit my breaking point.
l got to the point where I couldn’t stand
the constant yo-yo dieting, negative
self-talk, and feelings of failure. I didn’t
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care what I looked like anymore; I just
wanted to be healthy. I wanted to be
happy. I didn’t want to have a panic
attack every time I ate a carb!
I decided enough was enough. I
started from the beginning and retaught myself the fundamentals of
fitness and nutrition. For the first time in
my life, I abandoned the idea of dieting.
I began eating better—and more—than
ever before, and focused on small wins
at the gym that focused on my strength
and not my size.
It wasn’t until I decided to focus on my
health and wellbeing, instead of my
size, that I ultimately achieved my ideal
body and subsequently my ideal life.
Somewhere along the way, I had also
uncovered a very deep-seeded passion
for health and wellness. I wanted so
badly to share what I had learned with
every single person I met. More than

I would tell little Sonia to stop worrying
so much about “making it” and start
focusing more on really getting to know
the “real her”. Being raised by highperforming South Asian parents, I spent
so much of my youth trying to play the
part of the “perfect Indian girl.” I was
desperate to become a doctor, even
though I hated science. I was desperate
to be considered pretty, even though
what I needed was to feel good in my
own skin. And I was desperate to get
married and have kids, even though I
needed to find myself as an individual
first. It was a perpetual race to feel like
I had made it, and in the process, the
real Sonia got left behind.
It was only once I had achieved all of
the “ticky marks” that my parents had
laid out for me that I finally sat back
and realized I had no idea who I was or
what I really wanted out of life. While
I’m so grateful for the way the journey
has unfolded, because it’s made me
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who I am today, I know so many of my
struggles could have been prevented
if I had been more in tune with who I
really am.
Nothing is more important than
cultivating your true, authentic self, and
I believe my younger self could have
used a lot more of that messaging while
growing up.

WHO IS A KEY MENTOR
AND WHAT DID YOU LEARN
FROM THEM?
I’ve been so lucky to cultivate close
relationships with many inspiring
women who have pursued their
passions, triumphed over every hurdle,
and built successful businesses. I see
some common themes: authenticity,
drive, work ethic, courage and
resilience. These characteristics have
been instrumental in their success and
I continue to learn so much from them

when it comes to getting clear on what
you really want, building a personal
brand, showing up in the world without
fear and self-judgement, and bouncing
back every time you hit a wall.
Often, as women, we feel like there isn’t
room for all of us at the top. We fear
the success of other women, because
deep down exists this narrative: “if
she makes it, then maybe that means I
won’t.” However, as someone who has
been truly blessed to have a network
of strong, powerful women who have
achieved so much both personally and
professionally, I can honestly say that
women supporting one another is a
truly beautiful thing.

WHAT IS ONE IMPORTANT
THING CANADIAN WOMEN
NEED, BUT WHICH THEY
RARELY TALK ABOUT—AT LEAST
IN PUBLIC?

I think Canadian women, like all
women, want so desperately to feel
less alone in their struggles—whether
we’re talking about motherhood,
entrepreneurship, the corporate world,
or navigating infertility (to name just
a few). In this world of social media,
it’s so easy to feel like you’re the only
one who’s struggling. Everyone seems
to have mastered their lives, and you
feel like you’re the only one coming
up against roadblocks and pitfalls.
However, when you break past the
online façades and focus on real
connection, you see that everyone has
the same longing: to feel seen, heard,
and understood.

WHAT IS YOUR
POWER WORD?
Courage.

Natural Pain Relief Solution
Let us take care
of your pain.
Natural Magnesium Sulfate
reduce muscle tension
Organic Arnica Montana
reduce inflammation
Pure Essentials Oils
increase circulation

Available in Natural Health retailers

epsomgel.ca
LISTEN TO YOUR BODY

PRODUCT OF CANADA
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Alessandra
Piccione
A

No turning back

Alessandra Piccione was always aware of her
roots. She grew up in an Italian family in Ontario
and knew the stories of the mass exodus from
southern Italy in the early 1900s, a time of great
poverty in the region. When they arrived in
Canada, the Italian immigrants wanted to find
work and fit in, but they often faced discrimination
and hardship in their new land.
Piccione always loved words. She studied English
literature and was on a path to become an
academic. At some point she needed a break and
was asked to translate a play from the Italian. That
was a life changer. Today she is an award-winning
screenwriter, a producer, and a partner in S.N.A.P.
Films Inc.
Her best-known film, Looking for Angelina, tells
the true story of Italian immigrant woman who
was convicted of killing her abusive husband in
1911. He had threatened to kill her if she did not
work as a prostitute to earn money for the family.
Instead, she murdered him and was convicted
LIVE. LAUGH. LOVE.

and sentenced to death. The storyline, which still
resonates, shows how slowly attitudes toward
women—and immigrants—are changing in
modern society.
Piccione also wrote The Cuban, a 2019 film
directed by Sergio Navarretta, her partner at
SNAP. It is the story of a young woman working at
a nursing home whose life is changed when she
befriends Luis Garcia (Louis Gossett Jr.), a former
Cuban jazz musician who has been living in the
home since being diagnosed with dementia.
Piccione also produced the award-winning Over a
Small Cup of Coffee; she wrote and produced the
documentary Going to the Movies, as well as the
film Il Bagno (The Bath), and the short Commedia
for BRAVO! Among other projects, she wrote The
Colossal Failure of the Modern Relationship, shot
in Niagara's wine country.
She is currently pursuing the story of a Canadian
woman who was a mob boss in the early decades
of the 20th century.
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HOW DID YOU DECIDE TO PURSUE
YOUR CAREER PATH? WHAT WAS A
PIVOTAL MOMENT?
My career path was a bit unexpected.
I consider myself a “recovering
academic” because, at one time, I was
pursuing a career in academia. After
completing my Masters’ degree in
English literature, I decided to take a
break because I was feeling burnt out
and starting to doubt whether I wanted
to continue along that path.
I had been experiencing a lot of
success, but there was this nagging
feeling something was missing. During
my time off, I was asked to translate
a Pirandello play into contemporary
English for a local theatre troupe. I
speak and write Italian, but I’m not
an expert translator by any means so
the process was slow and arduous. I
found my literary background helped
me mine the nuances of the words and
phrases, and, as I got deeper into it, I
discovered I could get a little creative.
I will never forget the moment I sat in on
a rehearsal and watched the actors say
those words. It was like magic to me,
and I knew I could never turn back.
Working on the Pirandello play was
definitely the seminal moment for me,
although it took quite some time after
that to “un-learn” the academic mindset
that had been blocking my creativity.
WHAT ARE YOUR SUCCESS
HABITS?
My most important habit has always
been to schedule three hours of writing
time first thing in the morning. After
that, I would deal with business matters.
The important thing was always to carve
out a sacred space for that writing time.
Since the pandemic started, however,
life has had to become more fluid.
We all work from home and my son
is learning virtually, so keeping to a
strict daily schedule has become more
challenging.
Now my biggest success habit is
carving out 30 minutes to an hour
each day for yoga and meditation.
Taking that time for myself every day
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enables me to stay grounded, have a
positive outlook and have more clarity
so that I can make effective decisions
throughout the day.
I’ve also learned to embrace fluidity.
Before the pandemic, everything had
its place and time. Now, if business
meetings happen in the kitchen, they
happen in the kitchen. Strangely, this
pandemic time also been an extremely
productive period for my writing
projects, so perhaps in some ways a
more fluid approach to life can be more
conducive to success.
WHAT WAS YOUR GREATEST
CAREER CHALLENGE AND WHAT
DID YOU LEARN
FROM IT?
I have found through the years that it
has become imperative to surround
myself with good people. The film
business can attract people who are in
it for the wrong reasons—like power,
fame and glamour. These individuals
are always focused on what they can
get and dealing with them can be
discouraging or even destructive.
At the same time, film is a creative
business, so unlike many other
industries it also attracts wonderful
creative minds, people who are
passionate about telling stories and
about doing good work. I have learned
from experience to seek out those
creative minds and to surround myself
with the people who do this work for
the right reasons.
Now, when I come across someone
who does not meet my values, I will
minimize my dealings with that person
or, if possible, walk away.
WHAT IS ONE IMPORTANT THING
CANADIAN WOMEN NEED,
BUT WHICH THEY RARELY TALK
ABOUT—AT LEAST IN PUBLIC?
I strongly believe Canadian women
need to know they don’t have to
be perfect, and that it’s ok to make
mistakes. We live in a society that tells
women they can have it all—a fabulous
career, great life partner, kids, a fit body,
a perfect home and home life, etc.

Culturally, there’s a lot of pressure on
North American women in general to
handle it all with a smile and to appear
perfect. But the reality of juggling it all
is simply exhausting. There are a lot
of women in the spotlight who make
it look easy, but I don’t think that’s
helpful.
I have great admiration for someone
like Shonda Rhimes, the creator and
showrunner of Grey’s Anatomy and so
many other fantastic TV shows. When
Rhimes was asked how she manages
to juggle her career and being a mom,
she admitted it was a struggle, because
the truth is in order to be successful
some part of your life is likely to suffer.
As women we should absolutely
strive to reach our goals—just as men
do—but I wish more women would
talk openly about the never-ending
search for balance. There is great value
in genuinely sharing our experiences
and in supporting one another. My
wish for all Canadian women would
be to abandon the fear of not being
perfect and to replace it with a greater
appreciation for all the joyful moments
we experience along the way.
HOW DO YOU STAY FRESH AND
FOCUSED IN THIS BUSY WORLD?
The best way I know is to practice yoga
and meditation. This daily practice is
necessary for me to function at my best.
I also like to take walks when I can and
to carve out some time with my son
every day. Also, coffee is wonderful
thing!
CREATIVE WORK CAN BE LONELY.
HOW DO YOU STAY CONNECTED?
Get out there and meet people, find
your tribe. Filmmakers tend to get to
know each other.
WHAT IS YOUR LONG-TERM
CAREER GOAL?
To keep working on projects I love. It’s
important to enjoy whatever you are
doing.
WHAT IS YOUR POWER WORD?
My power word is “Perseverance.”
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CONQUER FROM WITHIN
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CHRYSTIA
FREELAND
CALL OF DUTY

A

Aside from being a classic overachiever, the
Toronto-based Liberal MP Chrystia Freeland
is hard to pin down. Her father was a farmer in
Alberta, her mother a left-wing feminist from a
Ukrainian family displaced by World War II. She
attended Harvard, won a Rhodes Scholarship, and
is friends with some of the global elites she has
criticized in her books.
As a leading financial journalist, she worked in
Russia and the Ukraine as well as the US and
Canada. Despised by President Putin for revealing
corruption in Russia, as a federal politician she has
continued her fight against global discrimination.
Today, as deputy prime minister of Canada and
minister of finance, Freeland has been dubbed
“the minister of everything.” Her portfolios
included intergovernmental affairs, foreign affairs,
and international trade. She played a key role in
negotiating trade treaties with the US and Mexico,
which included staring down Trump’s trade
negotiators, as well as Europe. She is the first
woman to hold the finance portfolio.
Freeland is the author of Sale of the Century, about
Russia's journey from Communist state rule to
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oligarchy, and the prize-winning Plutocrats: The
Rise of the New Global Super-Rich and the Fall of
Everyone Else.
Recently, she was named co-chair of the first Task
Force on Women in the Economy to address jobs
and gender equality in the wake of the pandemic.
“We recognize an inclusive economic recovery is
also a feminist recovery, with full participation of
women in the workforce,” said Freeland.
“The COVID-19 recession has been dubbed a
‘She-cession,’ a catchy shorthand to describe the
dizzying, regressive effect on economic gains
made by women in recent decades,” according to
one media report on the task force.
Women have paid a price for taking on more
part-time work to blend with household
responsibilities; for being more likely to work
in sectors that are vulnerable to the pandemic;
and for being front-line workers in education and
health care.
A veteran international traveller, closer to home
Freeland is known for not owning a car. Her
preferred mode of transportation—the bicycle.
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I think the most important trait for a
leader is humility. And I don’t mean
the “aw-shucks, why-are-you-nicepeople-saying-nice-things-about-me”
kind of humility. I mean deep humility,
which means understanding that
every decision you make is based on
imperfect information. It means being
willing to course-correct when you get
new information; above all, it means a
deep sense of duty to the people you
serve.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU
GIVE YOUR YOUNGER SELF?
Work hard, be sincere and take risks.
Don't require yourself to be perfect.
You will make mistakes, and that is
okay. What is important is to learn from
your mistakes and keep going.

WHAT IS ONE IMPORTANT
THING CANADIAN WOMEN
NEED, BUT WHICH THEY
RARELY TALK ABOUT—AT
LEAST IN PUBLIC?
HOW DID YOU DECIDE TO
PURSUE YOUR CAREER
PATH? WHAT WAS A PIVOTAL
MOMENT?
I call myself an accidental journalist! I
had just graduated from university as
the former Soviet Union was beginning
to disintegrate. I was planning to go
to graduate school in the fall, but I
graduated in January, so I had a few
months free. My mother was UkrainianCanadian and I speak Ukrainian so I
decided to travel to what was then
the Ukrainian SSR and see if I could do
some writing.
What struck me very powerfully, and
which I have never forgotten, was
how quickly a political system could
collapse. Ernest Hemingway described
going broke as happening gradually,
then all of a sudden. The collapse of the
Soviet Union was like that. An important
life lesson in the possibility of dramatic,
discontinuous change.
DANCE IN THE RAIN

WHAT ARE YOUR SUCCESS
HABITS?
I am a big believer in talking to primary
sources. I like to hear from the experts
directly, and talk directly to the people
affected by the issues we are dealing
with as a government. That is a
reporter's instinct, and I think it helps
me not to get trapped in the Ottawa
bubble.
I try to run four times a week and get a
good night's sleep if I can. My husband
and I run together every Saturday
morning while the kids are in Ukrainian
school. We call it our "brain cleaning"
time. And spending time with my
children is really important—I call them
my “battery rechargers.”

WHAT ARE THE MOST
IMPORTANT TRAITS IN
SUCCESSFUL LEADERS
TODAY?

For privileged women like me—we
need more help with the housework!
The men in my generation do so much
more than their fathers did, but they
could still do a little more. To all the
men out there—you will be surprised at
how happy your partner will be if you
load the dishwasher tonight and put a
load of clothes in the washing machine!
For women working in low wage jobs,
or without a job at all—financial security.
Poverty and precarious incomes are a
daily tragedy and a daily struggle. We
all need to recognize that both are a
reality for too many women in Canada.

WHAT IS YOUR POWER
WORD?
My power word is two words:
Team Canada.
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The five layers of self
All are equally important in creating balance in our physical and mental health.
BY LISA GREENBAUM

to the bulb. The bulb is cherished
because that’s what we plant in the
ground for new onions to grow. Yet the
essence of the onion isn’t just the bulb
but the whole onion, all of its layers.
The five layers of self are similar as each
interact with each other in an effort
towards the ultimate connection to self,
bliss body, true joy or the light within. It
is a powerful aspect on its own, it helps
us feel empowered, clear and centred
yet it still needs the other four layers in
order for its full essence or expression
to shine.

W

We are all striving for self-care and
balance, but with so many different
options for how to get there, we often
don’t know where to start. We know
that Yoga and meditation help us feel
good, but maybe not quite sure why or
how, or how to even articulate that.
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One way of looking at it is through the
koshas, a Sanskrit word meaning veil or
sheath in reference to our subtle body
or layers of Self.
The five layers are: physical, energetic,
emotional, mental and bliss. They
represent both the different aspects
of self that while separate are also
intertwined, each relying on the other
for support to make the whole.
The koshas are often compared to an
onion as we peel each layer back to
get to the bulb in the centre. Each layer
is an important element of protection
DON’T JUST HEAR, LISTEN

In some spiritual practices it is only the
inner self or soul that we are concerned
with, our bodies simply there for
the ride. In Yoga, the whole self is
honoured. This is also why there are
many practices of Yoga by way of the
eight limbs of Yoga there to help us on
this path.
The physical work or poses, the breath
work, meditation, mantra or the yamas
and niyamas (principles) all work
together to help us boost our physical
bodies, energetic bodies, emotional,
mental and bliss bodies.
When looking at ways to bring our
self into balance, or to create self-care
practices for our overall well-being, we
also want to incorporate all five aspects
of self.
Physical: How we treat our bodies,
the exercise we do and the food that
we eat.

Energetic: Allowing our energy to ebb
and flow, getting enough sleep and
staying hydrated.
Emotional: Doing things that bring us
joy while processing emotions as they
come.
Mental: Spending time quieting our
mind so we can have more clarity.
Bliss: Feeling connected to our self
and others, enjoy joy.
Over the next few issues of OptiMYz I
will be doing a deep dive through the
koshas or the five aspects of self. This is
the ultimate appreciation of our mind/
body connection and how we can use
the various practices to build upon
our overall well-being, including and
especially our mental well-being.
In the meantime, please know that all
the small things we do every day add
up to very big things. That no effort
towards self-care is ever wasted. All the
power and resiliency we need is already
inside of us.
Lisa Greenbaum, E-RYT 500 and C-IAYT yoga
therapist, has worked with countless individuals
by using yoga to release trauma, find ease from
chronic pain and tension and develop a deeper
connection to Self: mind, body and spirit. She has
over 750 hours of yoga education and logged
4,000 teaching hours. She is also a certified fitness
instructor and personal trainer with canfitpro,
and a Women in Fitness Association (WIFA)
Global Ambassador.
lisagreenbaum.com
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ASK THE TRAINER

We’re all busy, so when
it comes to exercise, we
want to get the biggest
bang for our buck.
BY NICHELLE LAUS
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SO MANY
WORKOUTS,
SO LITTLE TIME

ASK THE TRAINER

Q: If I want a quick workout,
what are the best exercises to do?
SUBMITTED BY @CLAPOINTE13

A:

When I got this
question, my mind
started moving 100km/
hr. I mean, asking me to
pick the best exercise is like asking me
to pick which of my kids is my favorite!
Come on now! How is a mother to
choose?
The truth is, I understand the question.
You have big goals, but you’re short on
time, because you have a busy life - so
how do you choose which exercise(s)
to spend your valuable time on? Which
ones give you the most bang for your
buck, and which ones are just busts?
Here’s some guidelines on how to
pick the right one for you, but also my
suggestion as to the best full body,
calorie burning exercise.

I T SHOULD BE A FULL
BODY MOVEMENT.

If you only have a short amount of time,
then you need to maximize it. What’s
the best way to maximize your time?
By picking an exercise that hits your
lower body, upper body, and core
all in one shot.
T hink of the sit up for example; yes,
we know it’s great for building tight
core and strong abs, but what about
your arms, shoulders, and quads? No
stimulation what-so-ever. What do you
think builds more calories per minute:

DO IT YOURSELF

Sit ups or burpees? Burpees, of course!
Because burpees are a squat, a pushup, and a jump. Boom - Upper, lower,
and core.

I T SHOULD BE EASY
TO EXECUTE.

When I say easy, I don’t just mean easy
to do physically, but also easy to do
anywhere, anytime, with any object
(barbell, dumbbell, or odd object/
heavy animal).
If you look at a deadlift, for example, it’s
one of the most technical movements
in bodybuilding. You have to make
sure your knees are bent just so, your
spine is in neutral, your chin/neck
isn’t straining. It’s hard to do correctly,
especially when you start moving
quickly. So, while it’s seemingly easy
to do anytime, anywhere, if you don’t
have a coach watching you, you should
probably abstain from doing it.

I T SHOULDN’T HURT OR
CAUSE DISCOMFORT.

T his rule is a no-brainer, but the axiom
of “no pain, no gain” is still prevalent.
Just because an exercise is effective,
doesn’t mean it has to cause pain, and
not all exercises that are uncomfortable
are the best for you.

it’s hard to get your hands, wrists, and
shoulders in a position that doesn’t
cause an impingement, especially
if you’re doing a high volume of the
movement. Or even a plank; yes, it’s
great for your whole body, and it’s easy
to execute, but how many times has
your lower back started feeling it before
your abs? Right. That’s my point.

BEST EXERCISE:
THE THRUSTER.

This exercise is a simple front squat
mixed with an overhead press. You can
use a barbell, dumbbell, or odd object
- making it easy to execute anywhere.
If you have knee issues, this can be
modified so you’re not squatting as low.
If you have shoulder issues, you don’t
have to extend your arms as high. And
best of all, it’s a full body movement.
Nichelle Laus Nichelle Laus is a mom of 4, a
fitness expert, an on-air TV Fitness Personality,
and a 7 time fitness cover model. Nichelle
has changed thousands of women’s lives as a
transformation specialist with her online training
programs.
nichellelaus.com

P @nichellelaus

Take for example the couch/chair dip.
Easy to execute and convenient, but
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PROTEIN GUIDE

YOUR GUIDE TO PROTEIN
Everything you need to know about this powerful macronutrient.
BY NATALIE MACMILLAN

P

Protein is an integral part of any healthy
diet. Every time we exercise, our muscles
are damaged. In order to repair them and
make them stronger for our next workout,
we need protein! Not to mention,
protein is one of the most satiating
macronutrients, and helps keep us full
between meals and snacks.

range of incomplete proteins throughout
the day, week, and month, you’re likely
not ever going to be deficient in one.
Examples of incomplete proteins include
nuts, grains, vegetables, and beans.

WHAT IS IT? AND WHY
IS IT SO IMPORTANT?

So, you might be wondering how much
protein you should be having? And the
answer depends on a number of factors.
The basic recommendation for daily
protein intake is 0.8 grams per kilogram
(0.36 grams per pound). If you fall more
within the “active” ranges for your daily
activity, you might need a little more than
this recommendation, maybe somewhere
around 1.4-2.0 grams per kilogram.

Protein is made of amino acids, and there
are 22 of them. Your body is able to make
13 of them on its own, and are called “nonessential” amino acids. The other nine are
“essential” amino acids, meaning you can
get them from food, and food only.
These amino acids are broken down
and literally make you, you! They are
rearranged in order to build and maintain
your muscles, bones, blood and other
organs. Protein makes up roughly 20%
of our body weight, and is considered
the second most important aspect of
nutrition.
Not only do they help your body function
for you during workouts and day to day
life, but it is also incredibly important for
your immune system, something that is
so important during a pandemic. The
immune system needs protein for the
formation of antibodies, which help us
fight infections and viruses.
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Protein is also especially important
in maintaining health as you age. It
contributes strong building blocks to
aging muscles, helping prevent injury and
muscle atrophy.
There are two types of protein: complete
protein and incomplete protein. Many
animal products are complete proteins,
meaning they have all 22 amino acids in
them. Incomplete protein sources each
have an array of these amino acids, just
not all of them. However, if you eat a wide

CELEBRATE THE JOYS OF LIFE

HOW MUCH SHOULD
I BE HAVING?

No matter what kind of diet you consume,
vegan, vegetarian or paleo, getting
enough protein is imperative to meeting
your health goals.

WHEN SHOULD I FOCUS ON
GETTING MY PROTEIN?

called “ghrelin”. Ghrelin, simply put, is
our hunger hormone. It flows from your
gut, where it’s produced, through your
bloodstream to your brain, where it tells
you that it’s time to eat! When you eat
protein, ghrelin is suppressed, and you
can stay fuller for longer, letting you focus
on your busy life, instead of being cranky
and hungry.

WHERE CAN I GET MY
PROTEIN FROM?

There are so many wonderful sources
of protein that have endless recipe
combinations. Some plant-based options
include tofu, tempeh, nuts and seeds.
Legumes are also a great source of
protein for plant-based diets, like peas,
beans, and lentils. Grains such as quinoa
and buckwheat are also protein sources
that are delicious and nutritious. Seeds
like hemp hearts and chia give you a
boost of protein along with omega-3 fatty
acids, which are great for vegetarians
or vegans who don’t consume animal
products.

There is research to show that you should
definitely be getting protein one to two
hours after vigorous exercise or strength
training. This is because muscle protein
activation peaks at this time, meaning
your muscles are more likely to recover
more efficiently during this time.

Plant based proteins are also a fantastic
option because they come with fibre,
which supports blood sugar stability and
keeping your digestive system happy.
They are also often more low calorie
options, if your goal is weight loss or
weight maintenance.

The fitter and more physically active you
are, the faster your body will break down
protein. This really emphasizes how every
body is different, and you might have to
play around with your timing and volume
of protein, and find what feels good for
your body.

Protein is one of the most important
things that you can emphasize in your
diet, as it can help everything from your
immune system to bulking up in the gym.
Getting enough, and enough of the right
kind is essential in any healthy eating
routine.

There is also research to support having
a little protein every time you eat, for
fullness’ sake! Including a bit of protein
in each snack and meal can make you
feel fuller, as protein reduces a hormone

Natalie MacMillan is a recent journalism
graduate and writer. She was born and raised
in Toronto, where she currently lives. She loves
delicious, healthy food and the outdoors.
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PRODUCT GUIDE: PROTEIN

PROTEIN IS ONE OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT MACRO NURTRIENTS
Make sure you get yours from healthy sources.

N8KED Calorie + Shake
N8KED Calorie + Shake is a high protein superfood
utilizing patented trademarked ingredients, such as
colostrum, probiotics, and high energy MCT, at clinically
proven effective dosages This product was designed
to fuel the human body with high quality nourishing
ingredients to support lean body mass, improve
digestion, and bolster a strong immune system.
www.n8ked.com/education/whats-in-n8ked

RAW All-In-One
Nutritional Shakes
Looking to stay healthy with a busy, on-the-go lifestyle?
RAW All-In-One Nutritional Shake provides a convenient
way to achieve optimal nutrition. This delicious shake
comes packed with 44 superfoods, 20 grams of plantbased, Certified USDA Organic and Non-GMO Project
Verified protein, 21 whole-food vitamins and minerals, and
less than 1 gram of sugar.
www.gardenoflifecanada.com

Gold Standard® 100% Whey

Warrior Blend Protein

Each serving of the world’s best-selling whey protein
powder provides 24 grams of high-quality whey protein
primarily from Whey Protein Isolate, which has had
excess carbohydrates, fat, and lactose ‘isolated’ out using
sophisticated filtering technologies. The powder is also
instantized for easy mixing using just a glass and spoon.
With multiple different flavors – including naturally flavored
options – there’s no doubt this is the GOLD STANDARD®.

Warrior Blend Vegan Protein Powder provides a full amino
acid profile with all organic fermented pea protein, goji
berry protein, hemp seed protein and MCTs from coconut.
Warrior Blend is an easily digestible, delicious, nutrient
filled superfood perfect for anyone who wants to amplify
their health and fitness.
www.rawelements.ca

www.optimumnutrition.com
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Calorie+Shake REVIEW

by

Lauren Jacobsen

When considering a protein most people look for the basics,
something that provides an adequate amount of protein, a low
amount of carbs and fat and of course something that tastes good.
However, there is so much more to consider and with so many options
available it can be hard to know what exactly you should look for or expect.
Working in the supplement industry for over 15 years, formulating and researching
products and ingredients, I can tell you from first hand experience, there are
plenty out there that are overpromising and under delivering. What’s more, many
don’t provide any additional benefit, that is until I tried N8KED Calorie+Shake,
which goes well beyond your basic needs. Here’s a rundown on their formula.
Buy Online at N8ked.com

High Quality Protein

Patented Probiotics

Third Party Quality Testing

Calorie+ Shake uses an ultra pure grass fed
whey protein isolate, that provides a higher
concentration of the Branched Chain Amino
Acid – Leucine. This amino acid is vital to
recovery and rebuilding. Grass fed whey,
also delivers a higher content of the healthy
omega-3 fat, vitamin E and B and minerals
calcium, magnesium and potassium.

Calorie+ Shake provides an ultra stable,
natural spore-forming, patented probiotic,
Ganeden BC30 that survives passage to
the gut. This specific strain of Bacillus
coagulans GBI-30, 6086 has been shown in
clinical research to support digestive health,
immune function and protein utilization
and absorption. Each serving of N8KED
provides 2 Billion CFUs per serving.

Calorie+Shake is independently qualitytested in a third party lab for all heavy
metals and impurities, along with testing
the integrity of formula ingredients for
potency. Third party testing means that
the product labels and claims have been
verified by an objective independent source.

No Additives, Fillers
& Low Allergens

MCTs from Whole Coconut

Calorie+ Shake contains only ingredients
found in nature with minimal processing.
You won’t find preservatives, artificial
ingredients, colors, flavors or even GMOs
(genetically modified ingredients). Plus,
all N8KED products are manufactured
in NSF certified facilities using the
highest standards of safety, quality and
efficacy. In addition, Calorie+ Shake
is low allergen and doesn’t contain
soy, lactose, gluten or peanut.

Coconut is a natural source of MCTs
(medium chain triglycerides), which may
benefit weight loss, body composition
and metabolism. Since MCTs are made
up of shorter chain length triglycerides,
these can easily be digested and used
for energy as well as in the production of
the secondary energy source - ketones.
Some proteins do contain MCTs but the
sources are usually from fractionated
oils and bound to other ingredients.

In addition to the high quality ingredients and
clean formula, Calorie+Shake also tastes
amazing and it doesn’t use sweeteners or
artificial flavors either. If you’re looking for a
superior protein to help get your daily protein
fix, plus the added benefits of patented
colostrum and probiotics all in one scoop,
look no further than N8KED Calorie+Shake.
Want more information on N8KED visit
n8ked.com or on IG @getn8ked.

Patented Colostrum
Calorie+ Shake provides patented HIgGH
Gold Bovine Colostrum™, a highly purified
colostrum, which can support healthy
immune and inflammation responses,
GI balance and even muscle recovery.
Most proteins don’t include colostrum
and if they do, they use small amounts
of colostrum that won’t deliver on the
benefits. Calorie+ Shake delivers 2.5 g of
researched based colostrum that provides
1.2 g of active immunoglobulin G (IgG).

Lauren Jacobsen
Optimyz Cover Model
& Health Expert
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Superior Taste, Superior Protein

WELLNESS MARKET PLACE

JOIN OUR TRIBE

AND SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
WE WANT TO KNOW!

Become a part of the OptiMYz community
and tag us on Instagram at #OptimyzMyLife
for a chance to be featured on our Social
Club page in our next issue!

Sign up now at optimyz.com/subscription

SPECIAL ISSUE

TONE ZONE

• GREAT WORKOUTS
• SPECIAL MIND-BODY LOGBOOK
• INTUITIVE EATING GUIDE

AND MUCH MORE!

Find an online
community with
movement at:
PlusFitnesswithTara.com
• Personal Training
• Fitness Instruction
• Yoga
• Primordial Sound Meditation
• Reiki Sessions
•	
CPCC Coaching Sessions on
stress in your life and managing
your business/job

FIND ME ONLINE
P PlusFitnesswithTara
M PlusFitnesswithTara
PlusFitnesswithTara

	
Podcast on Spotify and

iTunes PlusFitnesswithTara
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Coming Summer 2021

WELLNESS MARKET PLACE

INSPIRATION

We need women who are so strong they can be gentle,
so educated they can be humble, so fierce they can be
compassionate, so passionate they can be rational,
and so disciplined they can be free.
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~ KAVITA RAMDAS
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Let’s Mainstream Menopause, together

OUR
LEADING
EXPERTS

Dr. Olivia Rose
Bsc. ND

Susan Gianevsky
Dip T, B ED., iTF ‘86, Dip NM,
Dip HoM

Amy Ku
R.pH., MBA, FAAMFM

Harmony is mainstreaming menopause in a new global
campaign to open-up the conversation about menopause.
From April to June, our leading experts will be listening
to our community and providing expert advice on
menopause queries.
Be a part of the movement to mainstream menopause by visiting our website
www.takeharmony.com.au/mainstream-menopause

Feel Confident through
Menopause with Harmony
The Harmony Menopause range has three
different product solutions for symptoms
associated with Menopause because we
know that not everyone’s menopause
journey or symptoms are the same.

Natural
Formula

Formule
naturelle

Formule
naturelle

Join our conversation on Instagram, Facebook
@HarmonyNaturalWomen

www.takeharmony.ca

ONLINE

2021
GLOBAL CONFERENCE
& TRADE SHOW
AUGUST 13-14, 2021
70+ engaging workshops and
workouts, lectures, keynotes and
networking opportunities in over a
dozen specialized education
tracks including Personal Training,
Group Fitness, Dance, Yoga
Mind-Body, Studio Cycle, Business
Success, Leadership and
Coaching, Technology, Nutrition,
Wellness and more.

Register Now!
canfitpro2021.org/conference

VIRTUAL
TRADE
SHOW
August 12-15, 2021

FREE AND OPEN TO PUBLIC

